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SUBJECT
Idaho Cybersecurity Initiative Progress Report
REFERENCE
March 2020

The Idaho Legislature approved $1M (one-time) for a
collaborative statewide cybersecurity initiative across
Idaho’s public institutions of higher education.

APPLICABLE STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY
House Bill 644 (2020)
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
The Presidents Leadership Council (PLC) approved a proposed expenditure plan
for $1,000,000 in state funding for: cybersecurity curriculum coordination amongst
the eight institutions; improved connectivity and expanded capacity for hands-on
learning; increased coordination between the faculty and industry partners in
cybersecurity; and increased internships and co-ops for Idaho students. The
allocation for this initiative was decreased by 5% to $950,000 as a result of the
Governor’s budget holdback, however the effort is moving forward with an eye
towards educating the state’s needed cybersecurity work force.
Dr. Michael Haney, a University of Idaho faculty member in cybersecurity located
in Idaho Falls with a joint appointment with the Idaho National Laboratory, is
coordinating a steering committee with academic representatives from each
institution to tackle the curriculum coordination and training lab spaces. The
steering committee is actively working on creating articulation agreements
between the community colleges and the four-year institutions, as well as building
a shared curriculum at the bachelor’s and master’s degree levels between Boise
State University (BSU), Idaho State University (ISU), and University of Idaho (UI).
Students will be able to register this spring for the first co-offered class at the
bachelor’s level, with planning underway for expanded offerings in the fall. There
are many articulation agreements now in place and more in process.
An inventory report of all cybersecurity educational offerings across the eight
institutions was compiled and updated, showcasing the institutions’ financial and
time investment in the cybersecurity initiative. Dr. Haney is collaborating with the
Office of the State Board of Education to coordinate cybersecurity educational
offerings in partnership with the new Online Idaho initiative. Further expanding
access to rural Idaho communities via online certificates and degrees in
cybersecurity is important to meet the needs of the students where they are, which
in turn is expanding the potential labor pool for state industry.
In fall 2020, an audit was conducted of all eight institutions’ capabilities to form a
statewide cyber range. The Idaho cyber range will be a state-of-the-art
cybersecurity training capability connecting faculty and students across the state,
and will directly support the shared curriculum and expanded access for students
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at all levels of post-secondary education in Idaho. Each institution will have a node
in the cyber range. The node at some institutions will be a security operations
center (SOC) training facility. The College of Eastern Idaho has the equipment for
their SOC installed, and funding proposals are in process for deploying equipment
to the other schools. The cyber range will operate on the backbone of the Idaho
Regional Optical Network (IRON). The connectivity assessment determined that
the College of Western Idaho would need some additional infrastructure to connect
to IRON, so some of the funding will be used to forge this connection.
This spring more competitive student internships and co-ops will be added to the
inventory at BSU, ISU and UI, furthering the connection with the cybersecurity
industry in the state. There will be projects between the cybersecurity faculty and
cybersecurity industry this year to align curricula with workplace needs, and define
stronger career pathways for students as they earn two-year, four-year, and
alternative credentials in Idaho.
Cybersecurity is a successful model of private and public partnership. Many of the
eight institutions have been using state allocated funds for their individual
programming and facilities. There are also contributions from private individual and
corporate donors flowing to the universities for cyber research. The universities
are applying for and receiving federal grant awards for their efforts in cybersecurity.
The $950,000 funding from the state has been used to connect these siloed efforts
and increase collaboration, with the goal of creating a superior student experience
with educational ladders for careers in cybersecurity. Investment by the state,
along with leadership by PLC, has helped position the state of Idaho to be a
national leader in cybersecurity education
IMPACT
This progress report serves to inform the Board of the progress of the Idaho
cybersecurity initiative.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1 – Cybersecurity Initiative Progress Report Slide Deck
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Office of the State Board of Education has worked closely with the PLC, the
Council on Academic Affairs and Programs, the cybersecurity initiative director,
and faculty throughout the state to support this important effort. In particular, Board
staff have collaborated with the institutions to create a new statewide digital
campus called Online Idaho, which will serve as a portal for Idahoans to access
the cybersecurity courses and degrees being developed by the initiative. Board
staff are optimistic that these combined efforts will lead to educational success and
increased career opportunities for more Idahoans.
BOARD ACTION
This item is for informational purposes.
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ATTACHMENT 1

CYBERSECURITY
UPDATE
Dr. Michael Haney
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Introduction
◦ Many of the institutions were already active in cybersecurity, adding new programming or expanding
◦ The institutions active in cyber have financially invested significantly in the past and will continue to do so
◦ President’s Leadership Council (PLC) decided to collaborate on cybersecurity as a state-wide initiative
giving extra attention to the partnerships between the institutions
◦ Looking at cybersecurity education and research through a state-wide lens means together we can offer
more educational ladders, pathways and options. Allowing the coalition of Idaho public institutions as a
group to compete with much larger institutions nationally, that otherwise one institution alone would not
have the resources to do.
◦ The legislature provided one-time $950,000 to be used for solidifying the coordination and collaboration
amongst the institutions, and will be spent by June 30, 2021
◦ Work will continue after this fiscal year, seeking additional funding from industry and federal grants, and will
hopefully lead to a future ask of the Idaho legislature
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Cyber Range & Connectivity
• We are laying the foundation for a state-wide interconnected
cyber range for state-of-the-art hands-on training and education
• Each institution will have at least one ‘node’ on the range;
proposals for each institution due mid-February.
• For some of the institutions that will be a Security Operations Center
(SOC) emulating real-world facilities and activities
• College of Eastern Idaho (CEI) has completed their SOC
• Currently working with College of Western Idaho (CWI) on IRON
connectivity for complete connection between all schools
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Coordinated Curriculum
◦ Steering committee with representation from each institution formed and routinely
meeting
◦ BSU, ISU and UI working on shared curriculum for bachelor's degree course offerings

◦ First bachelors class is taking place Spring 2021 among students from UI, LCSC, BSU, and
ISU.
◦ Pilot course is also shaking out technology and platform issues, working with Online
Idaho initiative.

◦ Additional courses to be developed and jointly offered in Fall 2021 and Spring 2022
◦ Initiative funding will be used for grants to faculty for professional development and
curriculum coordination efforts.
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Partnerships with Industry
◦ Faculty grant application announcements in early February with deadline in mid March
◦ Grants are for at least $7,000 and are open to faculty at all 8 institutions
◦ There will be more internships and co-ops offered for students at BSU, ISU and UI to have
more students engaging with the cybersecurity employers in the state
◦ Initiative personnel are engaged with WDC, IBE, and ITC to expand work-based
education opportunities
◦ Working with steering committee members on process for awarding the student funds.

◦ Summer session starts in mid May, so it will not be a problem for expending the funds by
June 30, 2021
◦ We are working to establish a long-term industry engagement in co-op education and
apprenticeships
IRSA
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Questions?
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SUBJECT
Board Policy III.Z, Planning and Delivery of Postsecondary Programs and Courses
– First Reading
REFERENCE
October 20, 2016

December 15, 2016
December 21, 2017

February 15, 2018
June 21, 2018

August 16, 2018
June 10, 2020

August 26, 2020

The Board approved the first reading of the proposed
amendments to Board Policy III.Z., updating
institutions’ statewide program responsibilities.
The Board approved the second reading of proposed
amendments to Board Policy III.Z.
The Board approved the first reading of proposed
amendments to Board Policy III.Z., changing the
planning timeframe from five years to three years.
The Board approved the second reading of proposed
amendments to Board Policy III.Z.
The Board approved the first reading of proposed
amendments to Board Policy III.Z., adding
responsibilities for applied baccalaureate degrees to
each region.
The Board approved the second reading of proposed
amendments to Board Policy III.Z.
The Board approved the first reading of proposed
amendments to Board Policy III.Z., changing the name
of a statewide program listed for the University of
Idaho.
The Board approved the second reading of proposed
amendments to Board Policy III.Z.

APPLICABLE STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY
Idaho State Board of Education Governing Policies and Procedures, Section III.Z.
and Section III.G.
Section 33-113, Idaho Code
Section 33-2107A, Idaho Code
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
The purpose of Board Policy III.Z, “is to ensure Idaho’s public postsecondary
institutions meet the educational and workforce needs of the state through
academic planning, alignment of programs and courses, and collaboration and
coordination.” The purpose is to also meet the statutory requirement to “as far as
practicable prevent wasteful duplication of effort” by the institutions.
The Presidents Leadership Council (PLC) identified a need to reexamine Board
Policy III.Z to ensure it is promoting collaboration between institutions for the
delivery of regional and statewide programs. The Council on Academic Affairs and
Programs (CAAP) was charged with coordinating a Board Policy III.Z Working
Group, which consisted of provosts from Idaho’s institutions and Board staff. This
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working group was asked to review Board Policy III.Z., and identify proposed
amendments that will incentivize cooperation, coordination, and synergies
between institutions; maintain a focus on avoiding duplication; and revise policy
language that has fostered an environment of competition in the past.
IMPACT
Proposed amendments include two new definitions for high-demand programs and
joint programs that aim to establish a common understanding of terminology and
assist institutions and the Board with developing and expanding educational
programs. The work group also streamlined the planning and coordination
sections that had extraneous guidance, while adding language to other areas that
encourage institutions to increase their collaboration with one another and fulfill
the state’s program requirements. Other proposed amendments include the
following:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Creation of a specific section on the delivery of high-demand programs.
Removal of the statewide program responsibilities list for Boise State
University, University of Idaho, and Idaho State University from the policy
and placing this list within the official three-year plan document approved
by the Board.
Clarification of delivery of programs that cross service regions.
Specification of requirements for memoranda of understanding between
institutions for high-demand programs, joint programs, program
transitions, and programs with regional or statewide program
responsibilities.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1 – Board Policy III.Z. Planning and Delivery of Postsecondary
Programs and Courses – First Reading
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Board Policy III.Z Working Group held a series of meetings over the summer
and throughout the fall of 2020, and identified policy amendments that refine the
current policy by focusing on new areas of emphasis like high-demand and joint
programs. Amendments also eliminate or revise portions of the policy that created
silos or barriers between institutions.
CAAP, PLC, and the Instruction, Research, and Student Affairs Committee each
reviewed the proposed policy amendments at their meetings in December 2020,
January 2021, and February 2021, respectively.
Board staff recommends approval.
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BOARD ACTION
I move to approve the first reading of proposed amendments to Board Policy III. Z.
Planning and Delivery of Postsecondary Education Programs and Courses as
submitted in Attachment 1.

Moved by __________ Seconded by __________ Carried Yes _____ No _____
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Idaho State Board of Education

GOVERNING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
SECTION: III. POSTSECONDARY AFFAIRS
Subsection: Z. Planning and Delivery of Postsecondary Programs and Courses
August 2020April 2021

The purpose of this policy is to ensure Idaho’s public postsecondary institutions meet the
educational and workforce needs of the state through academic planning, alignment of
programs and courses (hereinafter referred to collectively as “programs”), and
collaboration and coordination. This subsection shall apply to the University of Idaho,
Boise State University, Idaho State University, Lewis-Clark State College, College of
Eastern Idaho, College of Southern Idaho, College of Western Idaho, and North Idaho
College (hereinafter “institutions”). The State Board of Education (the Board) aims to
optimize the delivery of academic programs while allowing institutions to grow and
develop consistent with their vision and mission with an appropriate alignment of
strengths and sharing of resources.
This policy requires the preparation and submission of academic plans to advise and
inform the Board in its planning and coordination of educational programs in a manner
that enhances access to quality programs, while concurrently increasing efficiency,
avoiding unnecessary duplication and maximizing the cost-effective use of educational
resources through coordination between institutions. As part of this process, the Board
hereby identifies and reinforces the responsibilities of the institutions governed by the
Board to deliver Statewide Programs. The provisions set forth herein serve as
fundamental principles underlying the planning and delivery of programs pursuant to each
institution’s assigned Statewide and Service Region Program Responsibilities. These
provisions also require collaborative and cooperative agreements, or memorandums of
understanding, between and among the institutions.
This policy is applicable to campus-based face-to-face programs, including those that use
technology to facilitate and/or supplement a physical classroom experience. It also
applies to hybrid and blended programs where a substantial portion of the content is
delivered on-line and typically has reduced seat time.
1. Definitions
a. Designated Institution shall mean an institution whose main campus is located in
a service region as identified in subsection 2.b.ii.1) and 2) below; and which
possesses the first right to offer programs within its designated service region(s).
i.

For purposes of this policy, wWith respect to academic programs, Designated
Institutions and Partnering Institutions shall have Service Region Program
Responsibility for those regions identified in subsection 2.b.ii.1).

ii. For purposes of this policy, wWith respect to career technical programs,
Designated Institutions and Partnering Institutions shall include only the
College of Southern Idaho, College of Western Idaho, North Idaho College,
1
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Idaho State Board of Education

GOVERNING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
SECTION: III. POSTSECONDARY AFFAIRS
Subsection: Z. Planning and Delivery of Postsecondary Programs and Courses
August 2020April 2021

College of Eastern Idaho, Lewis-Clark State College, and Idaho State
University and shall have Service Region Program Responsibility for those
regions identified in subsection 2.b.ii.2).
b. A memorandum of understanding (MOU) is an agreement between two or more
institutions offering duplicative programs within the same service region that details
how such programs will be delivered in a collaborative manner. An MOU is
intended to provide specific, practical details that build upon what has been
provided in each Institution’s Plan.
c. High-Need Program shall mean a program identified by an institution or the Board
as critical to supporting the future growth of a profession.
d. Joint Program shall mean an educational program jointly developed and delivered
concurrently by two or more institutions.
e. Partnering Institution shall mean either
i.
(i) an institution whose main campus is located outside of a Designated
Institution’s identified service region but which, pursuant to a Memorandum
of Understanding, offers Regional Programs in the Designated Institution’s
primary service region, or (ii)
i.ii.
an institution not assigned a Statewide Program Responsibility which,
pursuant to a Memorandum of Understanding with the institution assigned
the Statewide Program Responsibility, offers and delivers a statewide
educational program.
d.f. Service Region Program shall mean an educational program identified by the
Board to be delivered by a Designated Institution within its respective service
region that meets regional educational and workforce needs.
e.g.
Service Region Program Responsibility shall mean an institution’s
responsibility to offer and deliver a Service Region Program to meet regional
educational and workforce needs in its primary service region as defined in
subsection 2.b.ii.1) and 2) below. Service Region Program Responsibilities are
assigned to the Designated Institution in each service region, but may be offered
and delivered by Partnering Institutions in accordance with the procedures outlined
in this policy.
f.h. Statewide Program shall mean an educational program identified by the Board to
be delivered by a particular institution which meets statewide educational and
workforce needs. Lewis-Clark State College, College of Eastern Idaho, North
2
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GOVERNING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
SECTION: III. POSTSECONDARY AFFAIRS
Subsection: Z. Planning and Delivery of Postsecondary Programs and Courses
August 2020April 2021

Idaho College, College of Southern Idaho, and College of Western Idaho do not
have Statewide Program Responsibilities.
g.i. Statewide Program Responsibility shall mean an institution’s responsibility to offer
and deliver a Statewide Program in all regions of the state. Statewide Program
Responsibilities are assigned to a specific institution by the Board, taking into
account the degree to which such program is uniquely provided by the institution.
2. Planning and Delivery Process and Requirements
a. Planning
i. Three-Year Plan
The Board staff shall, using the Institution Plans submitted, create and maintain
a rolling three (3) year academic plan (Three-Year Plan) which includes all
current and proposed institution programs. The Three-Year Plan shall be
approved by the Board annually at its August Board meeting.
ii. Institution Plan
Each institution shall, in accordance with a template to be developed by the
Board’s Chief Academic Officer Executive Director or designee, create and
submit to Board staff a rolling three (3) year academic plan, to be updated
annually, that describes all current and proposed programs and services to be
offered in alignment with each institution’s Statewide and Service Region
Program Responsibilities (the Institution Plan). Institution Plans shall be
developed pursuant to a process of collaboration and communication with the
other institutions in the state.
1) Statewide Programs
Institutions assigned a Statewide Program Responsibility shall plan for and
determine the best means to deliver such program. Each institution
assigned a Statewide Program Responsibility shall include in its Institution
Plan all currently offered and proposed programs necessary to respond to
the workforce and educational needs of the state relating to such Statewide
Program Responsibilities. Each Institution Plan shall include the following
information for proposed Statewide programs:
a) A description of the Statewide Programs to be delivered throughout the
state and the anticipated resources to be employed.
3
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b) A description of the Statewide Programs to be offered by a Designated
or Partnering Institution.
c) A summary of the Memoranda of Understanding (MOU’s), if any, to be
entered into with Partnering Institutions pursuant to Subsection 2.b.iii.
below.
2) Service Region Programs
It is the responsibility of the Designated Institution to plan for and determine
the best means to deliver Service Region Programs that respond to the
educational and workforce needs of its service region. If, in the course of
developing or updating its Institution Plan, the Designated Institution
identifies a need for the delivery of a program within its service region, and
the Designated Institution is unable to provide the program, then the
Designated Institution shall coordinate with a Partnering Institution
(including institutions with Statewide Program Responsibilities if applicable)
located outside of the service region to deliver the program in the service
region.
The Institution Plan developed by a Designated Institution shall include the
following:
a) A description of the proposed academic programs to be delivered in the
service region, or outside of the service region, by the Designated
Institution and the anticipated resources to be employed.
b) A description of proposed programs to be offered in the service region
by Partnering Institutions, including any anticipated transition of
programs to the Designated Institution.
c) A description of proposed Statewide Programs to be offered in the
service region by an institution with Statewide Program Responsibilities,
or by the Designated Institution in coordination with the institution
holding the Statewide Program Responsibility.
d) A summary of proposed MOU’s, if any, to be entered into between the
Designated Institution and any Partnering Institutions in accordance with
Subsection 2.b.iii. below.
4
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GOVERNING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
SECTION: III. POSTSECONDARY AFFAIRS
Subsection: Z. Planning and Delivery of Postsecondary Programs and Courses
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e) A summary of collaborative programs created to meet areas designated
as high-need.
3) Institution Plan Updates
Institution Plans shall be updated and submitted to Board staff annually as
follows:
a) Preliminary Institution Plans shall be developed according to a template
provided by the Board’s Chief Academic Officer Executive Director or
designee and submitted to the Council for Academic Affairs and
Programs (CAAP) for review, discussion and coordination annually in
April.
b) Following review by CAAP, Institution Plans shall be submitted to Board
staff. Upon submission of the Institution Plans to Board staff, the Board’s
Chief Academic OfficerExecutive Director or designee shall review the
Institution Plans for the purpose of optimizing collaboration and
coordination among institutions, ensuring efficient use of resources, and
avoiding unnecessary duplication of programs.
c) In the event the Board’s Chief Academic Officer Executive Director or
designee recommends material changes, he/she shall work with the
institutions and then submit those recommendations to CAAP for
discussion prior to submission to the Board for inclusion in the ThreeYear Plan.
d) The Board’s Chief Academic OfficerExecutive Director or designee shall
then provide their recommendations to the Board for enhancements, if
any, to the Institution Plans at a subsequent Board meeting. The Board
shall approve the Institution Plans annually through the Three-Year Plan
submitted by Board staff. Board approval of Institution Plans acts as a
roadmap for institutional planning and does not constitute Board
approval of a program. Institutions are still required to follow the
standard program approval process as identified in Board Policy Section
III.G to gain program approval.
b. Delivery of Programs
i. Statewide Program Delivery
The Board has established statewide program responsibilities for the following
5
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GOVERNING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
SECTION: III. POSTSECONDARY AFFAIRS
Subsection: Z. Planning and Delivery of Postsecondary Programs and Courses
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institutions University of Idaho, Boise State University, and Idaho State
University. Each institution must assess the need for, and, when determined by
the assessment, ensure the statewide delivery of educational programs
assigned by the Board. This A statewide program list consisting of statewide
program responsibilities shall be updated by the Board every two years in
accordance with a schedule developed by the Executive Director or designee.
The program list will be contained in the Board approved three-year plan
document and maintained by Board staff.
Boise State University must assess the need for and, when determined
necessary by the assessment, ensure the statewide delivery of all educational
programs in the following degree program areas:
Program Name
Degrees
Public Policy and Administration
M.S., Ph.D.
Community and Regional Planning
M.C.R.P., Ph.D.
Social Work (Region V-VI —shared with
M.S.W.
ISU)
Social Work
Ph.D.
Idaho State University must assess the need for and, when determined
necessary by the assessment, ensure the statewide delivery of all educational
programs in the following degree program areas:
Program Name
Degrees
Audiology
Au.D., Ph.D.
Physical Therapy
D.P.T., Ph.D.
Occupational Therapy
M.O.T.
Pharmaceutical Science
M.S., Ph.D.
Pharmacy Practice
Pharm.D.
Nursing (Region III shared w/ BSU)
M.S., D.N.P.
Nursing
Ph.D.
Physician Assistant
M.P.A.S.
Speech Pathology
M.S.
Deaf Education
M.S.
Sign Language Interpreting
B.S.
Health Education
M.H.E.
Public Health
M.P.H.
Health Physics
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Dental Hygiene
B.S., M.S.
Medical Lab Science
B.S., M.S.
Clinical Psychology
Ph.D.
6
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University of Idaho must assess the need for and, when determined necessary
by the assessment, ensure the statewide delivery of all educational programs
in the following degree program areas:
Program Name
Law
Architecture
Integrated Architecture & Design
Landscape Architecture
Interior Design
Animal & Veterinary Science
Animal Science
Veterinary Science
Plant Science
Agricultural Economics
Applied Economics (Agricultural)
Food Science
Forestry
Renewable Materials
Wildlife Resources
Fishery Resources
Natural Resource Conservation
Rangeland Ecology & Management
Fire Ecology & Management
Natural Resource concentrations in:
• Forestry
• Forest and Sustainable Products
• Wildlife Resources
• Fishery Resources
• Natural Resource Conservation
• Rangeland Ecology & Management
• Fire Ecology & Management

Degrees
J.D.
B.S. Arch., M. Arch.
M.S.
B.S.L.A., M.L.A.
B.I.D., M.S.
B.S.A.V.S.
M.S.
D.V.M.
M.S., Ph.D.
B.S.Ag.Econ.
M.S.
B.S.F.S., M.S., Ph.D.
B.S.Forestry
B.S.Renew.Mat.
B.S.Wildl.Res.
B.S.Fish.Res.
B.S.Nat.Resc.Consv.
B.S.Rangeland.Ecol.Mgmt.
B.S.Fire.Ecol.Mgt.
M.S., M.N.R., Ph.D.

ii. High-Demand Programs
The Board recognizes that the need for high-demand, high-need programs may
require joint delivery by multiple institutions statewide. These high-demand
programs must be delivered through collaboration between institutions in order
to preserve rural and statewide access. Service region restrictions and primary
institution first rights to offer a program do not apply to Board identified highdemand programs. Criteria for statewide program high-demand designation
7
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includes, but is not limited to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Idaho Department of Labor data,
Idaho industry demand as demonstrated by unfilled positions and
industry data,
Demonstrated Idaho state needs for programs supporting underserved
populations, and
Requested by the SBOEBoard.

An institution wishing to offer a high-demand program andthat does not have
statewide responsibility in the program area must meet the criteria above, have
a signed MOU with the Institution with the Statewide Program Responsibility,
and the approval of the Board’s Executive Director or designee. At that point,
the Partnering Institution shall include the program in its Institution Plan. If the
Board determines that an emergency need exists for a program that the
Institution with Statewide Program Responsibility cannot meet, then upon
Board approval the two Institutions shall enter into an MOU for the delivery of
such program.
ii.iii. Service Region Program Delivery
The Board has established service regions for the institutions based on the six
geographic areas identified in Section 33-2101, Idaho Code. A Designated
Institution shall have the Service Region Program Responsibility to assess and
ensure the delivery of all educational programs and services necessary to meet
the educational and workforce needs within its assigned service region.
1) Academic Service Regions
Region I shall include the area within Area No.1 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. Lewis-Clark State College, the University of Idaho, and North
Idaho College are the Designated Institutions serving undergraduate
needs. The University of Idaho is the Designated Institution serving the
graduate education needs. Lewis-Clark State College, and North Idaho
College are the Designated Institutions serving applied baccalaureate
degree needs.
Region II shall include the area within Area No.2 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. Lewis-Clark State College and the University of Idaho are the
Designated Institutions serving undergraduate needs. The University of
Idaho is the Designated Institution serving the graduate education needs.
8
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Region III shall include the area within Area No.3 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. Boise State University and College of Western Idaho are the
Designated Institutions serving undergraduate needs. Boise State
University is the Designated Institution serving graduate education needs.
Boise State University and College of Western Idaho are the Designated
Institutions serving applied baccalaureate degree needs.
Region IV shall include the area within Area No.4 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. Idaho State University and College of Southern Idaho are the
Designated Institutions serving undergraduate needs. Idaho State
University is the Designated Institution serving the graduate education
needs, with the exception that Boise State University will meet
undergraduate and graduate business program needs. Idaho State
University and College of Southern Idaho are the Designated Institutions
serving applied baccalaureate degree needs.
Region V shall include the area within Area No.5 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. Idaho State University is the Designated Institution serving
undergraduate and graduate education needs.
Region VI shall include the area within Area No.6 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. Idaho State University and College of Eastern Idaho are the
Designated Institutions serving undergraduate education needs. Idaho
State University is the Designated Institution serving the graduate
education needs. Idaho State University and College of Eastern Idaho are
the Designated Institutions serving applied baccalaureate degree needs.
2) Career Technical Service Regions
Postsecondary career technical education is delivered by six (6) institutions,
each having responsibility for serving one of the six geographic areas
identified in Section 33-2101.
Region I shall include the area within Area No.1 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. North Idaho College is the Designated Institution.
Region II shall include the area within Area No.2 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. Lewis-Clark State College is the Designated Institution.
Region III shall include the area within Area No.3 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. College of Western Idaho is the Designated Institution
9
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Region IV shall include the area within Area No.4 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. College of Southern Idaho is the Designated Institution.
Region V shall include the area within Area No.5 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. Idaho State University is the Designated Institution.
Region VI shall include the area within Area No.6 under Section 33-2101,
Idaho Code. College of Eastern Idaho is the Designated Institution.
3) Program Offerings by Partnering Institutions
If a Partnering Institution (other than an institution with Statewide Program
Responsibilities) identifies a Service Region Program not identified, or
anticipated to be identified, in a Designated Institution’s Plan, and the
Partnering Institution wishes to offer such program in the Designated
Institution’s service region, then the Partnering Institution may communicate
with the Designated Institution for the purpose of allowing the Partnering
Institution to deliver such program in the service region and to include the
program in the Designated Institution’s Plan. In order to include the program
in the Designated Institution’s Plan, the Partnering Institution must
demonstrate the need within the service region for delivery of the program,
as determined by the Board (or by the Administrator of the Division of
Career Technical Education in the case of career technical level programs).
In order to demonstrate the need for the delivery of a program in a service
region, the Partnering Institution shall complete and submit to the Chief
Academic Officer of the Designated Institution, to CAAP and to Board staff,
in accordance with a schedule to be developed by the Board’s Chief
Academic OfficerExecutive Director or designee, the following:
a) A study of business and workforce trends in the service region indicating
anticipated, ongoing demand for the educational program to be
provided.
b) A survey of potential students evidencing demand by prospective
students and attendance sufficient to justify the short-term and longterm costs of delivery of such program.
c) A complete description of the program requested to be delivered,
including a plan for the delivery of the program, a timeline for delivery of
the program, the anticipated costs of delivery, the resources and support
required for delivery (including facilities needs and costs), and program
10
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syllabuses.
4) Designated Institution’s First Right to Offer a Program
In the event the Partnering Institution has submitted the information set forth
above to the Board’s Chief Academic Officer) for inclusion in the Designated
Institution’s Plan, and a need is demonstrated by the Partnering Institution
for such program in the service region, as determined by the Board (or by
the Administrator for the Division of Career Technical Education in the case
of career technical level programs), or prior to the submission of an updated
Institution Plan by the Designated Institution, it is determined by the Board
that an emergency need has arisen for such program in the service region
the Designated Institution shall have a first right to offer such program.
The Designated Institution must within six (6) months (three (3) months in
the case of associate level or career technical level programs) of receiving
the request from a Partnering Institution to offer said program determine
whether it will deliver such program on substantially the same terms (with
respect to content and timing) described by the Partnering Institution. In the
event the Designated Institution determines not to offer the program, the
Partnering Institution may offer the program according to the terms stated,
pursuant to an MOU to be entered into with the Designated Institution. If the
Partnering Institution materially changes the terms and manner in which the
program is to be delivered, the Partnering Institution shall provide written
notice to the Chief Academic Officer of the Designated Institution and to the
Board’s Chief Academic Officer of such changes and the Designated
Institution shall be afforded the opportunity again to review the terms of
delivery and determine within three (3) months of the date of notice whether
it will deliver such program on substantially the same terms.
iii.iv. Memoranda of Understanding
The Board encourages and fosters orderly and productive collaboration
between Idaho’s public institutions. Memoranda of Understanding can support
such collaboration.
When a service region is served by more than one institution for the delivery of
an academic or technical credential defined in Board Policy Section III.E., an
MOU shall be developed between such institutions as provided herein and
submitted to the Board’s Chief Academic Officer for review and approval by the
Board prior to entering into such agreements. Each MOU shall be entered into
based on the following guidelines, unless otherwise approved by the Board.
11
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Institutions proposing to offer a joint program shall develop an MOU to identify
the specific roles of each participating institution; the student-related processes
associated with delivery of the program; and a timeline for review.
When an institution desires to offer a program already being offered by another
institution in the latter institution’s service region, an MOU shall be developed
between the institutions to offer the program.
If a Designated Institution has identified a workforce or educational need for the
delivery of a program within its service region and is unable to provide the
program, the Designated Institution may collaborate with a Partnering
Institution to offer the program. An MOU will not be required for review or
approval prior to implementation in this case. Institutions are required to follow
the standard program approval processes as identified in Board Policy III.G to
obtain program approval.If an institution with Statewide Program Responsibility
has submitted the information set forth in Subsection 2.a.ii. above to a
Designated Institution and Board staff in a timely manner (as determined by the
Board’s Chief Academic Officer) for inclusion in the Designated Institution’s
Plan, then the Designated Institution shall identify the program in its Institution
Plan and enter into an MOU with the institution with Statewide Program
Responsibility in accordance with this policy. If, prior to the submission of an
updated Institution Plan by the Designated Institution, it is determined by the
Board that an emergency need has arisen for such program in the service
region, then upon Board approval the institution with Statewide Program
Responsibility and the Designated Institution shall enter into an MOU for the
delivery of such program in accordance with the provisions of this policy.
An institution with Statewide Program Responsibility need not enter into an
MOU with any other institutions before offering the statewide program in service
regions outside the service region of the institution with Statewide Program
Responsibility. If an institution desires to offer a program for which another
institution has Statewide Program Responsibility, the institution that does not
have Statewide Program Responsibility shall be required to enter into an MOU
with the institution that has Statewide Program Responsibility for that program.
When an institution with Statewide Program Responsibility or Service Region
Program Responsibility desires to offer a program within a service region where
such program is currently being offered by another institution, the institutions
shall enter into a transition MOU that includes an admissions plan between the
institutions providing for continuity in student enrollment during the transition
12
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period.
Idaho public postsecondary institutions may enter into MOUs with out-of-state
postsecondary institutions or private postsecondary institutions to offer
programs. Such MOUs do not require notification or approval by the Board, but
shall be shared with the Council on Academic Affairs and Programs. While the
Board does not prohibit MOUs with out-of-state postsecondary institutions,
agreements with in-state public institutions are preferred. The Board
encourages agreements with out-of-state postsecondary institutions, but
agreements with in-state public institutions are favorable.
Articulation agreements between any postsecondary institutions for the
purposes of facilitating course or program transfer do not require approval by
the Board. Such agreements shall be managed and tracked by the institutions,
and shall be reported to the Board on an annual basis as part of the three-year
planning process. All articulation agreements must be in compliance with
Section 33-3729, Idaho Code, and Board Policy III.V.
All MOUs shall be submitted in conjunction with related program proposals
following the standard program approval processes as identified in Board
Policy III.G.
iv.v. Facilities
For programs offered by a Partnering Institution (whether an institution with
Statewide Program Responsibilities, or otherwise) within a municipal or
metropolitan area that encompasses the campus of a Designated Institution,
the Partnering Institution’s programs offerings shall be conducted in facilities
located on the campus of the Designated Institution to the extent the
Designated Institution is able to provide adequate and appropriate property or
facilities (taking into account financial resources and programmatic
considerations), or in facilities immediately adjacent to the campus of the
Designated Institution. Renting or building additional facilities shall be allowed
only upon Board approval, based on the following:
1) The educational and workforce needs of the local community demand a
separate facility at a location other than the campus of the Designated
Institution or adjacent thereto as demonstrated in a manner similar to that
set forth in Subsection 2.b.ii.1) above, and
2) The use or development of such facilities are not inconsistent with the
13
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Designated Institution’s Plan.
Facilities rented or built by a Partnering Institution (whether an institution with
Statewide Program Responsibilities, or otherwise) on, or immediately adjacent
to, the “main” campus of a Designated Institution may be identified (by name)
as a facility of the Partnering Institution, or, if the facility is rented or built jointly
by such institutions, as the joint facility of the Partnering Institution and the
Designated Institution. Otherwise, facilities utilized and programs offered by
one or more Partnering Institutions within a service region shall be designated
as “University Place at (name of municipality).”
For programs offered by a Partnering Institution (whether an institution with
Statewide Program Responsibilities, or otherwise) within a municipality or
metropolitan area encompassing a campus of a Designated Institution, to the
extent programmatically possible, auxiliary services (including, but not limited
to, bookstore, conference and other auxiliary enterprise services) and student
services (including, but not limited to, library, information technology, and other
auxiliary student services) shall be provided by the Designated Institution. To
the extent programmatically appropriate, registration services shall also be
provided by the Designated Institution. It is the goal of the Board that a uniform
system of registration ultimately be developed for all institutions governed by
the Board. The Designated Institution shall offer these services to students who
are enrolled in programs offered by the Partnering Institution in the same
manner, or at an increased level of service, where appropriate, as such
services are offered to the Designated Institution’s students. An MOU between
the Designated Institution and the Partnering Institution shall outline how costs
for these services will be allocated.
v.vi. Duplication of Courses
If courses necessary to complete a Statewide Program are offered by the
Designated Institution, they shall be used and articulated into the Statewide
Program.
vi.

Program Transitions
Institutions with Statewide Program or Service Region Program
Responsibilities may plan and develop the capacity to offer a program within a
service region where such program is currently being offered by another
institution (the Withdrawing Institution) as follows:
14
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1) The institution shall identify its intent to develop the program in the next
update of its Institution Plan. The institution shall demonstrate its ability to
offer the program through the requirements set forth in Subsection 2.b.ii.3)
above.
Except as otherwise agreed between the institutions pursuant to an MOU, the
Withdrawing Institution shall be provided a minimum three (3) year transition
period to withdraw its program. If the Withdrawing Institution wishes to
withdraw its program prior to the end of the three (3) year transition period,
it may do so but in no event earlier than two (2) years from the date of notice
(unless otherwise agreed). The Withdrawing Institution shall enter into a
transition MOU with the institution that will be taking over delivery of the
program that includes an admissions plan between the institutions providing
for continuity in student enrollment during the transition period.
vii.

Discontinuance of Programs
Unless otherwise agreed between the applicable institutions pursuant to an
MOU, if, for any reason, (i) a Designated Institution offering programs in its
service region that supports a Statewide Program of another institution, (ii) a
Partnering Institution offering programs in the service region of a Designated
Institution, or (iii) an institution holding a Statewide Program Responsibility
offering Statewide Programs in the service region of a Designated Institution,
wishes to discontinue offering such program(s), it shall use its best efforts to
provide the institution with Statewide or Service Region Program
Responsibility, as appropriate, at least one (1) year’s written notice of
withdrawal, and shall also submit the same written notice to the Board and to
oversight and advisory councils. In such case, the institution with Statewide or
Service Region Program Responsibilities shall carefully evaluate the workforce
need associated with such program and determine whether it is appropriate to
provide such program. In no event will the institution responsible for the delivery
of a Statewide or Service Region Program be required to offer such program
(except as otherwise provided herein above).

3. Existing Programs
Programs being offered by a Partnering Institution (whether an institution with
Statewide Program Responsibilities, or otherwise) in a service region prior to July 1,
2003, may continue to be offered pursuant to an MOU between the Designated
Institution and the Partnering Institution, subject to the transition and notice periods
and requirements set forth above.
15
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4. Oversight and Advisory Councils
The Board acknowledges and supports the role of oversight and advisory councils to
assist in coordinating, on an ongoing basis, the operational aspects of delivering
programs among multiple institutions in a service region, including necessary
resources and support and facility services, and the role of such councils in interacting
and coordinating with local and regional advisory committees to address and
communicate educational needs indicated by such committees. Such interactions and
coordination, however, are subject to the terms of the MOU’s entered into between
the institutions and the policies set forth herein.
5. Resolutions
All disputes relating to items addressed in this policy shall be forwarded to the Board’s
Chief Academic Officer Executive Director or designee for review. The Board’s Chief
Academic Officer Executive Director or designee shall prescribe the method for
resolution. The Board’s Chief Academic Officer Executive Director or designee may
forward disputes to CAAP and if necessary make recommendation regarding
resolution to the Board. The Board will serve as the final arbiter of all disputes.
6. Exceptions
a. This policy is not applicable to programs for which 90% or more of all activity is
required or completed online, or dual credit courses for secondary education.
b. This policy also does not apply to courses and programs specifically contracted to
be offered to a private, corporate entity. However, in the event that an institution
plans to contract with a private corporate entity (other than private entities in the
business of providing educational programs and course) outside of their Service
Region, the contracting institution shall notify the Designated Institutions in the
Service Region and institutions with Statewide Program Responsibilities, as
appropriate. If the corporate entity is located in a municipality that encompasses
the campus of a Designated Institution, the Board encourages the contracting
institution to include and draw upon the resources of the Designated Institution
insomuch as is possible.
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Board Policy III.F. Program Prioritization – Second Reading
REFERENCE
May 2013

June 2013

August 2013
October 2013
August 2014

June 2015
August 2016
December 2018
August 2019
October 2019

December 2020

The Board directed institutions to institute a
prioritization of programs process consistent with
Robert Dickeson’s prioritization principles,1 and further
directed the institutions to use a quintile prioritization
approach and communicate to the Board the criteria
and weighting to be used after consultation with their
respective campuses.
The Board approved the program prioritization
proposals for Idaho State University (ISU), Boise State
University (BSU), and University of Idaho (UI) as
presented.
The Board approved the program prioritization
proposal for Lewis-Clark State College as presented.
The Board was presented with an update on program
prioritization.
The Board was presented with the results of program
prioritization and reminded institutions that program
prioritization needed to be integrated into their
budgeting and planning practices.
The Board was presented with an update on the
implementation of program prioritization.
The Board was presented with an update on the
implementation of program prioritization.
The Board was presented with an update on the
implementation of program prioritization.
The Board approved the first reading of new Board
Policy III.F., Program Prioritization.
The Board approved the second reading of new Board
Policy III.F., Program Prioritization, including
amendments clarifying process and reporting
requirements.
The Board approved the first reading of Board Policy
III.F., Program Prioritization, removing requirement for
non-instructional programs to be placed in quintiles.

APPLICABLE STATUTES, RULE OR POLICY
Idaho State Board of Education Governing Policies & Procedures, Section III.F.
and V.B.
Section 33-113, Idaho Code
Prioritizing Academic Programs and Services: Reallocating Resources to Achieve Strategic
Balance (Jossey-Bass, 2nd ed; 2010).
1
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BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
Board Policy III.F. Program Prioritization requires institutions under the Board’s
governance to integrate program prioritization into their planning and budgeting
processes. This policy establishes evaluation criteria for programs and services
with specific tangible objectives. The policy currently requires institutions to
integrate program prioritization for academic and non-academic programs, and
requires both academic and non-academic programs to be “grouped into quintiles
based on relative cost efficiency and effectiveness.”
The proposed revisions will change the terms “academic and non-academic” to
“instructional and non-instructional” and will clarify that “instructional” programs
include both academic and career technical education programs. The proposed
changes will also remove the requirement for institutions to group non-instructional
programs into quintiles based on relative cost efficiency and effectiveness. The
policy amendments will require evaluation with quintiling of instructional programs
(including both academic and career technical education) and evaluation without
quintiling of non-instructional programs.
IMPACT
Approval of the proposed amendments will remove the requirement for noninstructional programs to be placed in quintiles and clarify the program
prioritization requirement applies to academic and career technical programs at
the four-year institutions.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1 – Board Policy III.F. Program Prioritization – Second Reading
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The only change between first and second readings was the addition of the word
“only” in subsection 4, to provide additional clarification about which types of
programs are required to be quintiled.
Board staff support the proposed policy amendments.
BOARD ACTION
I move to approve the second reading of Board Policy III.F. Program Prioritization
as submitted in Attachment 1.
Moved by __________ Seconded by __________ Carried Yes _____ No _____
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Program Prioritization
The University of Idaho, Boise State University, Idaho State University and Lewis-Clark
State College shall integrate program prioritization into their respective strategic planning,
programming (academic instructional and nonacademic-instructional) and budgeting
processes. As part of the program prioritization process the institutions shall conduct an
evaluation of programs and services with specific and tangible objectives, and with a
focus on specific evaluation criteria.
1. All academic instructional programs, which include academic and career technical
programs, shall be evaluated with an emphasis on:
a. External demand
b. Quality of outcomes
c. Costs and other expenses.
2. Additional criteria may be considered by institutions to evaluate programs. This criteria
can be weighted within the evaluation process as the institution determines
appropriate. Criteria may include:
a. History, development and expectations of the program
b. External demand
c. Internal demand
d. Quality of inputs and processes
e. Quality of outcomes
f. Size, scope and productivity
g. Revenue and other resources generated
h. Costs and other expenses
i. Impact, justification and overall essentiality
j. Opportunity analysis
3. Criteria for evaluation of non-academicinstructional programs may include:
a. Key objectives and how they are measured
b. Services provided and to which customers
c. Position-by-position analysis
d. Unmet needs and demands
e. Opportunities for collaboration and restructuring
f. Opportunities to share skill sets and resources
g. Opportunities for cross-training
h. Technological improvements that are cost effective
i. Process improvements to streamline operations
IRSA
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Outsourcing exploration to improve service and cut costs

This criteria may be weighted as each institutions determines appropriate.
4. Academic Instructional and non-academicinstructional programs shall be evaluated
as outlined in this policy. andOnly instructional programs shall be grouped into
quintiles based on relative cost efficiency and effectiveness.
All instructional program reviews shall include an indicator of which quintile the
program falls into. Annual program prioritization updates shall provide a description of
the progress achieved toward implementing findings and recommendations. These
are to be submitted annually to the board Board by the institutions in a format and
timeline established by the Executive Director.
5. Institutions shall conduct program prioritization at least once every five years. Final
reports must include:
a. Programs that will be improved through advancements in efficiency, quality,
productivity, and focus.
b. Opportunities for improvements to organizational structure and function
c. Programs considered for consolidation or discontinuation as based on cost of
delivery and degree of relevance and impact.
d. Estimated institutional savings and efficiencies created through implementation of
recommendations.
6. As part of program planning processes pursuant to Board Policy III.Z. and
postsecondary program approval and discontinuance processes pursuant to Board
Policy III.G., institutions must provide the board Board with information on how
planned and proposed program action addresses needs identified from program
prioritization.
7. Program prioritization processes must involve a diverse range of stakeholder
representation at each institution. Methodology will be reported to the Board and must
be transparent to institution communities while meeting the outcomes defined in this
section of Board Policy.
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Board Policy III.U. Textbook and Instructional Material Affordability – Partial
Waiver
REFERENCE
April 2018
June 2018

August 2018
December 2018

April 2019

August 2019

October 2019

The Board received update on an Open Educational
Resources (OER) initiative as part of the work session.
The Board discussed system-wide access and
affordability strategies including OER and requested
an inventory and implementation timeline be provided
at the October 2018 Board meeting.
The Board approved a line item request for OER
funding.
The Board was provided with a timeline and inventory
update regarding OER and the total number of course
sections delivered exclusively with OER throughout
Idaho colleges and universities.
The Board was provided with an inventory of commonindexed courses for which funding will be focused for
OER adoption.
The Board approved the first reading of new Board
Policy III.U. Textbook and Instructional Material
Affordability.
The Board approved the second reading of new Board
Policy III.U. Textbook and Instructional Materials
Affordability.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
Policy III.U. Textbook and Instructional Materials Affordability establishes
definitions of open educational resources (OER) and instructional materials as well
as minimum standards for textbook affordability. The policy requires institutions to
implement a plan to meet or exceed those standards no later than the start of the
2021-2022 academic year. This includes:
• providing faculty with professional development opportunities;
• incentivizing faculty to explore the adoption, adaption, or creation of OER;
• requiring institutions to develop policies and procedures for minimizing cost of
instructional materials for students;
• providing students with a course list that utilizes OER or have no cost
instructional materials at the time of enrollment;
• developing OER (or low cost materials where OER is not available) for at least
one section of each common-indexed course offered at each institution;
• providing students low cost textbooks or OER for each common-indexed
course delivered as dual credit; and
• establishing a standardized review and approval process for OER that ensures
quality of materials.
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Concerns have been raised about some aspects of this policy by faculty and
administrative leaders at institutions throughout the state. In particular, faculty are
concerned that the policy’s mandate that OER be adopted in common-indexed
courses may infringe on faculty academic freedom and responsibility. Academic
leaders and faculty have also noted that the policy may be too narrow in scope as
it pertains to the larger issues of access and affordability of instructional materials.
A comprehensive revision of the policy in consultation with stakeholders across
Idaho’s institutions is underway.
IMPACT
Approval of a temporary waiver of the implementation deadline in Policy III.U. will
allow sufficient time to complete a thorough and appropriate revision of the policy.
This will also relieve the requirement of institutions to comply with timelines and
standards that may come due, but ultimately be removed or revised, during the
policy amendment process.
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The concerns with this policy were noted by Board staff in early 2020, and work on
the amendment process began with conversations with faculty and academic
leaders. However, the conversations and amendment processes were put on hold
in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. While the deadline for implementing
institutional plans is the start of the 2021-2022 academic year, the policy requires
that institutions annotate their course catalogs by the time students begin enrolling
for fall semester. Students will begin enrolling for fall semester during the spring
2021 semester.
In December 2020, Board staff resumed the policy amendment process by
convening interested faculty and other academic leaders from across the state in
a working group. This policy working group will develop a proposed policy
amendment to be reviewed by the Council on Academic Affairs and Programs
(CAAP) and the Instruction, Research and Student Affairs committee. Staff are
targeting a first reading by the full Board in April 2021.
In the meantime, given the imminent deadlines provided in Board Policy III.U and
the delay in revision due to the pandemic, the CAAP recommends that the Board
temporarily waive the implementation deadline in Policy III.U for one year.
Board staff recognize that developing this policy amendment through a
collaborative process with the stakeholders responsible for implementation is the
best way to ensure intended long-term policy outcomes.
Board Staff recommends approval of the policy waiver.
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BOARD ACTION
I move to waive the fall 2021 implementation deadline in Board Policy III.U.
Textbook and Instructional Material Affordability, subsection 2.a., for one year.

Moved by __________ Seconded by __________ Carried Yes _____ No _____
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SUBJECT
Online Graduate Certificates in Analyst and Threat Intelligence, Resilience
Engineering, and Governance Policy Administration
APPLICABLE STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY
Idaho State Board of Education Governing Policies & Procedures, Section III.G.
and Section V.R.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
Boise State University (BSU) proposes to create three 9-credit Graduate
Certificates in Analyst and Threat Intelligence, Resilience Engineering, and
Governance and Policy Administration that will be offered wholly online. The
program will operate under the guidelines of Board Policy V.R. as it pertains to
wholly online programs. The graduate certificates will be a part of the Cyber
Operations and Resilience (CORe) program at BSU. The graduate certificates
offer complementary technical and non-technical tracks leading to a master’s
degree. The unique scaffolding (contribution to a stackable master’s degree in
CORe) of this program, along with the emerging importance of cyber and physical
resilience, prepares students with the knowledge, skills, and expertise needed for
maintaining the operational effectiveness of complex business, academic, and
government information and physical systems. The program is ideal for students
who have a professional, military, or law enforcement background that seek to
advance their career within the cyber workforce.
The proposed graduate certificates instruct and produce cybersecurity
professionals focused on operational tools, methodologies, and efficiencies, as
well as ensuring system resiliency for maximum risk reduction coverage using risk
appropriate costs. In short, the curriculum in the certificates is about how different
aspects of cybersecurity are interrelated and how strengthening the bonds of
dependency can lead to a more resilient system/network/society.
Because it is entirely online, the proposed program will enable BSU to reach
potential students who need flexibility in their education that result from
professional and personal responsibilities. These students may also live in a rural
area of Idaho that does not have face-to-face educational opportunities.
IMPACT
The program’s size will be scaled to demand for the program, and BSU projects
that the total number of enrolled students across all certificates will reach a size of
47 students by the fifth year, graduating approximately 50 students (combined total)
per year once the program has reached its target enrollment.
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The graduate certificates are intended to be part of a statewide collaboration and
initiatives between the higher education institutions in Idaho to meet the growing
workforce demand for cyber-related education. Cybersecurity is a multifaceted
challenge and these online programs will help fill a gap in Idaho’s cybersecurity
program offerings. BSU’s proposed online graduate certificates focus on early-mid
career professionals aspiring to move into leadership roles. These programs will
collaborate and coordinate with BSU’s new Institute for Pervasive Cybersecurity.
The student fee will be in accordance with the Online Program Fee as defined in
Board Policy V.R., 3.a.x. The price-point for this online program fee will be $525 per
credit. The total costs for the certificates are as follows:
•
•
•

Analyst and Threat Intelligence (9 credits): $4,725
Resilience Engineering (9 credits): $4,725
Governance Policy Administration (9 credits): $4,725

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1 – Proposal for CORe Graduate Certificates
Attachment 2 – Boise State Cybersecurity Curriculum Stack
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The proposed graduate certificates will be part of the new Cyber Operations and
Resilience program to be considered by the Board under a separate agenda item.
The certificates are envisioned to be part of the statewide collaboration between
Idaho’s eight public postsecondary institutions aimed at meeting the growing
workforce demand for cyber-related education. BSU states that the three
certificates will serve as stackable, short-term credentials. Additionally, working
adults who need to acquire specific skills can enroll in either of the three certificate
programs with or without the intent of completing a degree.
BSU anticipates a projected enrollment of 10 students initially, reaching 47 by
FY26. These numbers are combined across the three certificates and will be
scaled based on demand for each certificate as provided in their program proposal.
The following provides a breakdown for each certificate:
o
o
o

Analyst and Threat Intelligence – 7 initial enrollments in FY22
Resilience Engineering – 3 initial enrollments in FY22
Governance Policy Administration – 3 initial enrollments in FY23

Because the certificates will be using the online program fee model, minimum
enrollments are based on course registrations, which range from 29.50 to 82.00
annual credits and 1.23 to 3.42 annual FTEs over a five-year period. If enrollments
are not met, Boise State University will adjust to reflect actual activity and will be
evaluated annually. If the certificate is not fiscally sustainable in the long term, the
certificates will be discontinued.
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BSU’s proposed certificates are consistent with their Service Region Program
Responsibilities. At this time, certificates consisting of fewer than 30 credit
requirements are not required to be listed on three-year plans. As provided in
Board Policy III.Z., no institution has the statewide program responsibility
specifically for cybersecurity programs. Additionally, Board Policy III.Z. does not
apply to programs for which 90% or more of all activity is required or completed
online. Currently, there are no graduate certificates in these areas offered at the
other institutions.
Industry support was obtained from Idaho National Laboratory; State of Idaho,
Information Technology Services; Ursus Security, LLC; Johnny Security Seed,
LLC; and MUFG Union Bank, N.A.
BSU also requests approval to assess an online program fee of $525 per credit for
a total program cost of $4,725 for each proposed 9-credit certificate. Based on the
information for the online program fee provided in the proposal, staff finds that the
criteria have been met for this program.
The proposal completed the program review process and was presented to the
Council on Academic Affairs and Programs on February 4, 2021; and to the
Committee on Instruction, Research, and Student Affairs and the Business Affairs
and Human Resources Committee on February 5, 2021, respectively.
Board staff recommends approval.
BOARD ACTION
I move to approve the request by Boise State University to create three new, online
academic programs that will award a Graduate Certificate in Analyst and Threat
Intelligence, Resilience Engineering, and Governance Policy Administration as
presented in Attachment 1.

Moved by __________ Seconded by __________ Carried Yes _____ No _____
AND
I move to approve the request by Boise State University to charge an online
program fee of $525 per credit for each certificate, in conformance with the
program budgets submitted to the Board in Attachment 1.

Moved by __________ Seconded by __________ Carried Yes _____ No _____
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Proposed Program: Projected Enrollments and Graduates First Five Years
Program Name: Analyst and Threat Intelligence Graduate Certificate
Projected Fall Term Headcount
Enrollment in Program
FY22
(first
year)

FY23

7

16

FY24

FY25

FY26

Projected Annual Number of Graduates From
Program
FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

17

21

22

26

(first
year)
19

26

24

3

Proposed Program: Projected Enrollments and Graduates First Five Years
Program Name: Resilience Engineering Graduate Certificate
Projected Fall Term Headcount
Enrollment in Program
FY22
(first
year)

FY23

3

9

FY24

FY25

FY26

Projected Annual Number of Graduates From
Program
FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

10

11

13

15

(first
year)
10

15

14

1

Proposed Program: Projected Enrollments and Graduates First Five Years
Program Name: Governance Policy Administration Graduate Certificate
Projected Fall Term Headcount
Enrollment in Program

IRSA

FY22
(first
year)

FY23

0

3

FY24

FY25

FY26

Projected Annual Number of Graduates From
Program
FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

1

8

9

11

(first
year)
7

10

10

0
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+( +&/%()&'-.))(+-7!('%"'+-""-,+('(,/+%-!-+"' +-
/"-!&).,1)',"(' '"-"-"/-(",--'"/+,"-28(",--:,('%"')+( +&
/%()&'-)+(,,.,,"%"--)+( +&," ')+(,,-(,,",-)+( +&.%-2
&&+,"'-!+-"('('"'-'-"('%5(!,"/(.+,)+( +,,"('0"-!-" !-%2%" '(.+,
')+( +&(.-(&,8&.%-"91)+-/%()&'--&50!"!"'%.,'"',-+.-"('%
," '+5&.%-"&",)"%",-5'*.%"-2,,.+'50(+$,(%%(+-"/%20"-!-!.%-2
&&+8'&,-+/+,"('(!(.+,",/%()(+(',",-'-%(($'%((.+,,
+(,,-!)+( +&6-!&,-+(.+,.-"%"3,)+(,,"('%%2+-(&&('-&)%-%" '
0"-!'-"('%%2.%"-2--+,(.+,," ',-'+,8
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18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 1
     FEBRUARY
 

&" '- +"-27&""'- +"-2",/"-%-(-!&",,"('((",--'"/+,"-2'
'(&),,,-!-(-%"-2(&"+" (+5-!"%!/"(+5"'-%%-.%.+"(,"-25))+()+"-
-&0(+$5')+,",-'8%%,," '&'-,,.&"--2,-.'-&.,-+)+,'-!",;!+(0'
",5(')-,5'.++'-.'+,-'"' (+&.,-"--!(+" "'%,(.+8(",--
)+(-"/%2,.))(+-,&""'- +"-22)+(/""' -+"'"' 5&"'-"'"' 0,"-"--(
&""'- +"-25)+(/""' -((%,,.!,) ( "%,-+- ",50(+$,!(),5'-"),(+
," '"' -,-,5,0%%,,-%",!"' )(%"",')+(.+,(+,-.'-,0!(/"(%--!
&""'- +"-2)(%"20"-!"'-!-.'-((('.-8(+-!",'0('%"')+( +&50
0"%%.,-!(%%(0"' ,-+- ",-('(.+ &""'- +"-27
 .+"' -!," ''/%()&'-(-!.++".%.&',,,,&'-(!(.+,5
"',-+.-(+,0"%%"'(+&2,-((",--:,&).,'-+(.-,-)+-",
(+('%"'(.+,," ',('.%"-2--+,?',-)+-",-+- ",-(
)+(&(-&""'- +"-2"'('%"'.-"(',(':,+(&&'-"(',
=+,"('C8A5 .'CAAJ>
 !+(. !-!)+( +&/%()&'-)+(,,5(.+,)+(.-"('5(.+,%.'!,.))(+-
)+(/"2-!&).,'-+5'(-!+&',5"',-+.-(+,0"%%+&"'(.--!
"&)(+-'(&""'- +"-2''(.+ -(+)(+-'-.)(',.,)-
/"(%-"(',8
 &""'- +"-20"%%+,,0"-!"'('%"',-.'-(+"'--"('8+( +&,&2
+*."+('%"',-.'-,-((&)%--!.'"/+,"-2:,&" '- +"-2'%"'(+$,!()8
 --! "''"' (!(.+,5-!"',-+.-(+0"%%(&&.'"-1)--"(',+ +"' 
&""'- +"-2-(,-.'-,"'-!,2%%.,'/+%%2'&2+*."+(&)%-"('(
-!.'"/+,"-2:,&" '- +"-2'%"'(+$,!()8

-.'-.-!'-"-"('7.,-!)+()(,)+( +&0"%%(+'-"+%2('%"'5"-",
"&)(+-'--("'%.&!'",&,20!"!0.-!'-"--!"'-"-2(,-.'-,'+(%%"'
-!)+( +&80"%%.,-!(%%(0"' &!'",&,7
 .+"' -!&",,"(',)+(,,5-!.'"/+,"-20"%%('"+&+*."+(""%-+',+")-,
'(-!+(.&'--"('+*."+(+&",,"('"'-(-!)+( +&8
 ,,("-0"-!,,-('.,((.+ +'"' ' &'-2,-&5,.+%( 9"'
'/"+('&'-0"%%)+(/"',-.'-,0"%%+*."+-(.,,-+(' ),,0(+,'
!' -!&/+2JA2,8
 !'!" !9,-$,1&,++*."+5.%-20"%%'(.+ -(.-"%"3+&(-(+
('%"')+(-(+"' ,+/",0!'))+()+"-8 '-!(,"',-',5,-.'-,0"%%'-(
)+(/"/%")!(-("'-""-"('(+ "'"' ,,-(-! +,,,,&'-,(+
(-!++*."+-"/"-",8
 ',-+.-(+,0"%%.-"%"3'/,:,.+'"-"')% "+",&--"(')+( +&0!'))+()+"-8
 ',-+.-(+,+1)--("'(+&('0+(-!"&)(+-'(,-.'-"'-"-2
.-!'-"-"(''-(+)(+-'-.)(',.,)-/"(%-"(',8



3&((47)&3(*<.9-4&7)41.(>&3*=9*73&15**77*;.*<.87*6:.7*)+47&3>3*<
)4(947&1574,7&2;;(*/;/,7,,99,=0,>9,769;(:55*3).=

;



 

#*&(-*7):(&9.43*79.+.(&9.4374,7&2833+<*(;699,7(9(;065796.9(4:;/(;3,(+;6
*,9;0-0*(;0659,8<09,9,=0,>(5+9,*644,5+(;065-964;/,96-,::065(3 ;(5+(9+:
6440::065 79069;6*65:0+,9(;065(5+(7796=(36-;/,796.9(4)@;/, ;(;,6(9+6-
+<*(;065

$033;/0:796.9(43,(+;6*,9;0-0*(;065
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 1
     FEBRUARY
 

&,:'''''6''%'''

- @,: 65 >/(; +(;, >(: ;/, 96.9(4 7796=(3 -69 ,9;0-0*(;065 ,8<,:; :<)40;;,+ ;6 ;/,
96-,::065(3 ;(5+(9+:6440::065


 


#-7**%*&71&3+9-.8.8&3*<574548*)574,7&2.8.943>4:7.389.9:9.43@8&5574;*)
>*&751&3
&,: %

6





-@,:796*,,+;68<,:;065

-56


& $-.(-4+9-*+4114<.3,89&9*2*398&))7*889-*7*&843+47&)).3,9-.8574,7&2
4:98.)*4+9-*7*,:1&79-7**>*&751&33.3,574(*88

5+0*(;,%)@,(*/(7730*()3,:;(;,4,5;
 96.9(40:04769;(5;-694,,;05.@6<905:;0;<;065D:9,.065(369:;(;,>0+,796.9(4
9,:765:0)030;0,:
 !/,796.9(40:059,:765:,;6(:7,*0-0*05+<:;9@5,,+69>692-69*,67769;<50;@





!/,796.9(40:9,30(5;65,?;,95(3-<5+05..9(5;:+65(;065:>0;/(+,(+305,-69
(**,7;(5*,6--<5+05.
!/,9,0:(*65;9(*;<(36)30.(;065697(9;5,9:/0767769;<50;@9,3(;,+;6;/0:
796.9(4
!/,796.9(40:059,:765:,;6(**9,+0;(;0659,8<09,4,5;:699,*644,5+(;065:
!/,796.9(40:059,:765:,;69,*,5;*/(5.,:;6;,(*/,9
*,9;0-0*(;065 ,5+69:,4,5;9,8<09,4,5;:


' 74;.)*&3*=51&3&9.43+47&1189&9*2*398>4:8*1*(9*)


!  !!!    !  


 




:77.(:1:274;.)*)*8(7.59.;*.3+472&9.434+9-**):(&9.43&14++*7.3,
& ":22&7>4+7*6:.7*2*39896=0+,(:<44(9@6-796.9(49,8<09,4,5;:<:05.;/,
-6336>05.;()3,



     
4(',6+1745,04(37,4('&1745(51))(4('%;6+(
'(2$46/(0651))(4,0*6+(241*4$/
4(',6+1745,04(37,4('&1745(51))(4('%;16+(4
'(2$46/(065
4(',6+1745,0,056,676,10$.*(0(4$.('7&$6,10
&744,&7.7/
4(',6+1745,0)4(((.(&6,8(5
16$.&4(',6+17454(37,4(')14'(*4((241*4$/












 
4(',6+1745,04(37,4('&1745(51))(4('%;6+(
'(2$46/(0651))(4,0*6+(241*4$/
4(',6+1745,04(37,4('&1745(51))(4('%;16+(4
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18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 1
     FEBRUARY
 

'(2$46/(065
4(',6+1745,0,056,676,10$.*(0(4$.('7&$6,10
&744,&7.7/
4(',6+1745,0)4(((.(&6,8(5
16$.&4(',6+17454(37,4(')14'(*4((241*4$/






    
4(',6+1745,04(37,4('&1745(51))(4('%;6+(
'(2$46/(0651))(4,0*6+(241*4$/
4(',6+1745,04(37,4('&1745(51))(4('%;16+(4
'(2$46/(065
4(',6+1745,0,056,676,10$.*(0(4$.('7&$6,10
&744,&7.7/
4(',6+1745,0)4(((.(&6,8(5
16$.&4(',6+17454(37,4(')14'(*4((241*4$/








':77.(:1:296=0+,;/,*<990*<3<4-69;/,796.9(405*3<+05.*9,+0;:;6*6473,;065
*6<9:,:)@;0;3,(5+(::0.5,+(*(+,40**9,+0;.9(5;,+


     ! "
  



FFA2+!+- '-%%" '

D

FFB2+++'('%"-,

D

FFC2+" "-%'" '% '-%%" '

D



)


 ! "
  



FGA2+,"%"'2,-&,," '

D

FGB-0(+$," ''1)%("--"('!'"*.,

D
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 1
     FEBRUARY
 

FGC,"%"'("' '+!"--.+(/",

D



)




    ! "
  



FHA2+",$' &'-

D

FHB2+ 05-!",5'(%"2

D

FHC2+,.+"-2(/+'''(&)%"'

D



)


( )).9.43&17*6:.7*2*398,:*90),(++0;065(39,8<09,4,5;::<*/(:*6479,/,5:0=,
,?(405(;065:,5069;/,:0:696;/,9*(7:;65,,?7,90,5*,79(*;0*<46905;,95:/07:64,
6->/0*/4(@*(99@*9,+0;/6<9:05*3<+,+05;/,30:;()6=,
;

  *&73.3,:9(42*8=5*(9*)"9:)*39*&73.3,:9(42*8&3)433*(9.4394
:77.(:1:2

& 39*3)*)*&73.3,:9(42*80:;;/,5;,5+,+,(9505.<;*64,:-69;/,79676:,+
796.9(4<:05.3,(95,9*,5;,9,+:;(;,4,5;:;/(;05+0*(;,>/(;:;<+,5;:>033256>
<5+,9:;(5+(5+),()3,;6+6(5+=(3<,69(779,*0(;,(:(9,:<3;6-*6473,;05.;/,
796.9(4













!(%%(0"' +,"1+( +& +'"' .-(&,(+-!88"'2+)+-"(','
,"%"' +7
 # +()+%2))%2-!(++-.'&'-%,(2+()+-"(',5+,"%"'5+",$
,,,,&'-5'"'(+&-"(',,.+'-((-!2+9)!2,"%'"'(+&-"(',2,-&,8
 $7$","(',,('-!-!",5%0,5)(%"",5' (/+''(-!2+
,.+"-2"%8
 % ))%2)-%--",5-!'"*.,5')+(.+,',,+2-('!'
2+9)!2,"%'"'(+&-"('%,.+"-2()+-"(','+,"%"'28
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 & ))%2"'.,-+2)-%2+,.+"-2&(%-(,.+5"'(+&5"'/(%/5'
.-,-$!(%+,"',.+"-2;+,"%"'()+-"(',',-+- ",8
 '7('-"'.(.,%2/%.-'&('"-(+-!()+-"('%'+,"%"'-&-.+"-2('
'-"-28
 ( /%()()+-"(''+,"%"'2)(%"",5&-+",5-,-"' ',.+"-2,(%.-"(',
(+''-"-2.,"' (-!+" (+(.,+",$,,,,&'-'-!+-"'-%%" ')()%5
)+(,,,5-((%,'&,.+,8
!+-""-('-+".-,-(-!%+'"' (.-(&,"'"+'-02,8

     
• ('-+".-,-(%% :,0"-!)+-".%+(.,(' B5 D5 E5' G8

 
• ('-+".-,-(%% :,0"-!)+-".%+(.,(' B5 D5 E5' F8

    
• ('-+".-,-(%% :,0"-!)+-".%+(.,(' C5 E5' G8









INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 1
     FEBRUARY
 

  88*882*3951&38

& 88*882*3974(*88,:*90),;/,(::,::4,5;73(5-69:;<+,5;3,(9505.6<;*64,:;/(;
>033),<:,+;6,=(3<(;,:;<+,5;(*/0,=,4,5;(5+/6>;/,9,:<3;:>033),<:,+;604796=,
;/,796.9(4
!)+()(,+-""-,0"%%(%%(0,2,-&-",,,,&'-'"&)+(/&'-)+(,,"'
0!"!&.%-")%))+(!,0"%%.,5'(-('%2-(&,.+,-.'---"'&'-()+( +&
(.-(&,5.--(%,("'(+&)+( +&&-""&)+(/&'-,8!%+'"' (.-(&,+
&))-((.+,,-!-)+(/"+%/'-('-'-8-.'-0(+$"'-!,(.+,,-!-
+,,,)""(.-(&,",(%%-'/%.-2)+( +&.%-28!(.-(&,+
,,,,('-!+92+2%0"-!-(+%%(.-(&,(%%-!2+5'-!'-!
+,.%-,+'%23/+2-!+2+,8(+!(.-(&5,-.'-0(+$+(,,-!)+( +&
",+/"0"'(&)+!',"/+/"0(,-.'-0(+$8 +(.)(-!+.%-2&&+,
'"',-+.-(+,+/"0-!(/+%%--"'&'-(-!(.-(&,('-!/"'
(%%-8,)+-(-!+/"05+(&&'-"(',(+"&)+(/&'--(-!)+( +&+
(.-%"'8%%.%-2-!'+/"0-!,+,.%-,'&$,. ,-"(',;!' ,-("&)+(/
-!",)+(,,"')+( +&(('-"'.(.,"&)+(/&'-8/%.-"('+,.%-,"'(+&
)+( +&&-"5) ( "%5'.++".%+"&)+(/&'-,8
!$2$'(0% .'"-,"'2-!-"('% '"-"-"/(+2+.+"-2.-"('
= >2+,.+"-2(+$(++&0(+$55' 2+.+"-2(2(
'(0% =2($>0"%%%,(&))-(%%-!(.+,,8!",0"%%',.+-! +.-
+-""-)+( +&,+-!"' -!&(,-"&)(+-'-,$"%%,-,'+"-"%-!"'$"' 8


!!   " ! 
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18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 1
     FEBRUARY
 

                 
 

& =.89.3,7*84:7(*8,:*90),,8<074,5;:7(*,3()69(;69@05:;9<4,5;:*647<;,9:
696;/,97/@:0*(3,8<074,5;79,:,5;3@(=(03()3,;6:<7769;;/,:<**,::-<3
0473,4,5;(;0656-;/,796.9(4


!/"%%,)'*.")&'-+.++'-%2)-%-(()+-,.,,.%
)+( +&8

' 25&(94+3*<574,7&2$/(;>033),;/,047(*;65,?0:;05.796.9(4:6-05*9,(:,+
<:,6-7/@:0*(39,:6<9*,:)@;/,79676:,+796.9(46>>033;/,05*9,(:,+<:,),
(**6446+(;,+








 ("&)-8

( **)*)7*84:7(*80:;,8<074,5;:7(*,3()69(;69@05:;9<4,5;:,;*;/(;4<:;),
6);(05,+;6:<7769;;/,79676:,+796.9(45;,9;/,*6:;:6-;/6:,7/@:0*(39,:6<9*,:
05;6;/,)<+.,;:/,,;
 
)+-"' 1)',,,,("-0"-!,.))(+-,-''0.%-2++%-"'-!
. -8

               
   


& =.89.3,7*84:7(*8&3).25&(94+3*<574,7&2=(3<(;,30)9(9@9,:6<9*,:
05*3<+05.7,9:655,3(5+:7(*,9,;/,@(+,8<(;,-69;/,67,9(;0656-;/,79,:,5;
796.9(4$033;/,9,),(5047(*;65,?0:;05.796.9(4:6-05*9,(:,+30)9(9@<:(.,
*(<:,+)@;/,79676:,+796.9(4696--*(47<:796.9(4:*3,(93@05+0*(;,/6>;/,
30)9(9@9,:6<9*,:(9,;6),796=0+,+

 '%"'+,(.+,+/"%%8("&)-('1",-"' )+( +&,8

' **)*)7*84:7(*8$/(;5,>30)9(9@9,:6<9*,:>033),9,8<09,+;6,5:<9,:<**,::-<3
0473,4,5;(;0656-;/,796.9(45;,9;/,*6:;:6-;/6:,30)9(9@9,:6<9*,:05;6;/,
)<+.,;:/,,;


(''8("&)-('-!%"++28

 &(:19>*78433*17*84:7(*8

& **)*)7*84:7(*80=,(56=,9=0,>6-;/,7,9:655,39,:6<9*,:;/(;>033),5,,+,+
;60473,4,5;;/,796.9(46>4(5@(++0;065(3:,*;065:6-,?0:;05.*6<9:,:>033),
5,,+,+,-,9905.;6;/,30:;6-5,>*6<9:,:;6),*9,(;,+>/(;05:;9<*;065(3*(7(*0;@
>033),5,,+,+;66--,9;/,5,*,::(9@5<4),96-:,*;065:
!'.&+,%(0+)+,'-"',-+.-"('+"-,'"',-+.-"(',(+(-! +.-
+-""-'&,-+:,,-.'-,8"'-!+-""-'&,-+:,)+( +&,,!+
(.+,,5-!"+. -,+"'-+-0"'8
!)+( +&0"%%.''0#.'-;%-.++"',-+.-"('-((/+-!"-"('%
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18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 1
     FEBRUARY
 

"',-+.-"('+"-,+*."+2-!)+( +&7
+B9CJ8FA"',-+.-"('+"-,5B8CD
+C9GG8FA"',-+.-"('+"-,5C8HH
+D9IC8AA"',-+.-"('+"-,5D8EC
 +E9IC8AA"',-+.-"('+"-,5D8EC
 +F9IC8AA"',-+.-"('+"-,5D8EC
-&-.+"-25-! +.-+-""-)+( +&,0"-!-!&,-+:,)+( +&0"%%(+
(&"'-(-%(EA,-"(',('0(.+,,(0!"!BI,-"(',0"%%"'+(,,%",-
(.+,,0"-!-!)+()(,!%(+("'"'2+)+-"(',',"%"'8
!+-""-'&,-+:,)+( +&0"%%.'A8FA)+( +&((+"'-(+"'2+,B5
C4D'('/+--(B8AA)+( +&((+"'-(+,-+-"' 2+E8!+-""-'
&,-+:,)+( +&0"%%.'A8CF&"'",-+-"/,,",-'-"'2+,C4D'('/+-
-(A8FA&"'",-+-"/,,",-'-,-+-"' 2+E8

' =.89.3,7*84:7(*8,:*90),;/,,?0:;05.05:;9<*;065(3:<7769;(5+(+4050:;9(;0=,
9,:6<9*,:;/(;*(5),)96<./;;6),(9;6:<7769;;/,:<**,::-<30473,4,5;(;0656-;/,
796.9(4
/+-!"+,-E2+,5-!+-""-'&,-+:,)+( +&,0"%%.')+-"%,(+8
"'"'  ((5.++'-)+(,,(+"'-!)+-&'-(%-+"%'(&).-+
' "'+"' 8
+B9A8BA
+C9A8BA
+D9A8AI
+E9A8AF
+8"'"'  ((0"%%)+(/"(.+,('-'-'0(+$0"-!-!)+( +&((+"'-(+-(
(/+,-!)+( +&,8
( 25&(943*=.89.3,574,7&28$/(;>033),;/,047(*;65,?0:;05.796.9(4:6-
05*9,(:,+<:,6-,?0:;05.7,9:655,39,:6<9*,:)@;/,79676:,+796.9(46>>033
8<(30;@(5+796+<*;0=0;@6-,?0:;05.796.9(4:),4(05;(05,+


.,-! +.-+-""-)+( +&,0"%%.'"',-+.-"(''&"'",-+-"/
,.))(+-5"-",'-"")--!-%"&"-"',-+.-"('%'&"'",-+-"/,.))(+-+,(.+,
+(&1",-"' )+( +&,0"%%.,(+-!)+()(,)+( +&8!+0"%%&"'"&%
"&)-('+,(.+,/"%%(+1",-"' )+( +&,8


) **)*)7*84:7(*80:;;/,5,>7,9:655,3;/(;4<:;),/09,+;6:<7769;;/,
79676:,+796.9(45;,9;/,*6:;:6-;/6:,7,9:655,39,:6<9*,:05;6;/,)<+.,;
:/,,;





!(%%(0"' )(,"-"(',0"%%!"+(+-! +.-+-""-)+( +&,7
o #.'- ',-+.-"('
o +( +&((+"'-(+
o &"'",-+-"/,,",-'-
 
 1)',,(+-!,)(,"-"(',+"'%."'-!)+( +&. -,!-8
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18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 1
     FEBRUARY
 

 !*;*3:*"4:7(*8


( !*&114(&9.434++:3)8--<5+05.0:;6*64,-964;/,9,(336*(;0656-,?0:;05.:;(;,
(7796790(;,+-<5+:73,(:,05+0*(;,;/,:6<9*,:6-;/,9,(336*(;065$/(;047(*;>033;/,
9,(336*(;0656--<5+:05:<7769;6-;/,796.9(4/(=,656;/,9796.9(4:

;




) *<&557457.&9.43-(5()6=,(05;,5(5*,6-<99,5;7,9(;065:(7796790(;065
0:9,8<09,+;6-<5+;/,796.9(405+0*(;,>/,5;/,05:;0;<;06573(5:;605*3<+,;/,796.9(4
05;/,3,.0:3(;0=,)<+.,;9,8<,:;



('0))+()+"-"('0"%%+*."+8

* 4343,4.3,84:7(*8
0 -;/,-<5+05.0:;6*64,-96465,;04,:6<9*,::<*/(:(+65(;06505+0*(;,;/,
:6<9*,:6-6;/,9-<5+05.$/(;(9,;/,05:;0;<;065D:73(5:-69:<:;(0505.;/,796.9(4
>/,5;/(;-<5+05.,5+:
!A8FA+-""-'&,-+:,+( +&((+"'-(+0"%%.'(+('2+
= '.+2CACB9&+CACB>2-!(",--'%"' ''(/-"('.'8!",.'
",.'2('%"'+/'.'-,,,.'"' (+('%"'&"
)+( +&,5('%"'(.+,/%()&'-,-")',-(.%-25()'.-"('+,(.+
+'-,'/'-.%%2"''(/-"(' +'-,8
00





,:*90),;/,-,+,9(3.9(5;6;/,9.9(5;::7,*0(3-,,(99(5.,4,5;:69*65;9(*;:
;/(;>033),=(30+;6-<5+;/,796.9(4$/(;+6,:;/,05:;0;<;06579676:,;6+6>0;/
;/,796.9(4<765;,9405(;0656-;/6:,-<5+:

;


+ "9:)*39**8
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October 13, 2020

CCN 248073

Idaho State Board of Education
650 West State St.
Suite 307
Boise, ID 83720
Subject: Letter of Support Regarding Boise State Course Offerings in Cyber Operations and
Resilience
Dear Board Members,
As part of our continued collaboration with Boise State University (BSU) and in support of the
Cybercore Integration Center (CIC) mission at Idaho National Laboratory (INL), this letter
expresses our strong endorsement of the proposed Cyber Operations and Resilience course
offerings.
INL is a world leader in research and technologies for securing and protecting the critical
infrastructure of the United States and is focused on fundamental challenges with greatest
impact. Building on the current success of BSU and CIC collaborations, these competency-based
learning models will help to reach additional students while addressing outstanding needs in the
current workforce.
INL has been observing the cybersecurity security curriculum development across the state of
Idaho. University of Idaho offers a BS in Cybersecurity, a degree focused on computer science
and programming. Idaho State University is now offering a BAS in Cyber-Physical Systems
Engineering Technology, concentrated on industrial cybersecurity. There is another identified
need for cyber operations, which targets frontline workers who continually face security
concerns and address challenges across the enterprise. We are delighted that BSU has taken the
appropriate steps to address this gap, at both the BS and MS level, and are prepared to make
course offerings available as soon as next fall.
The fact that the courses will be available as an asynchronous online program, opens the
instruction to much broader audiences across the state and affords full-time workers and remote
learners the ability to build skills outside of the traditional classroom setting. This progressive
and flexible platform offers broad reach and greater access to a variety of students, from diverse
backgrounds and skill sets, to advance education and workforce development efforts necessary to
meet cybersecurity needs now, and in the future.
In short, we see these programs as beneficial to industry, local governments, counties, and state
entities in training cybersecurity frontline workers to protect and defend, enhance critical
thinking skills and provide more resilience within our cyber environments, which addresses
elements currently in short supply and which will only grow in demand. Increasing the number
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of people capable of cyber operations and accelerating their development, is core to our mission
and vital to both our state and the nation.
We applaud BSU efforts and continued contributions in supporting the Idaho cyber-education
ecosystem and willingness to advance offerings designed to provide access to a wide range of
students, while addressing identified needs is the workforce.
We believe these efforts will be of benefit to the community, the state and the region, as well as
INL, and strongly support the proposed offerings being put into practice and made available.
Sincerely,

Scott Cramer, Director Cybercore Integration Center
National & Homeland Security
SC:KL
Distribution:
Sin Ming Loo, Boise State University

cc:

Z.D. Tudor, MS 3750
W.C. Kiestler, MS 3750
S.F. McAraw, MS 1444
E.J. Taylor, MS 1444
M.T. Bingham, MS 3605
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Ursus Security LLC
“Standing in the Gap”
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Ursus Security LLC
“Standing in the Gap”
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Johnny Security Seed, LLC.
4412 E la Estancia Cir
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
www.JohnnySecuritySeed.com

September 30, 2020
Idaho State Board of Education
650 West State Street, 3rd Floor
Boise, ID 83702
Dear Board Members,
I am writing this letter in support of Boise State University’s Bachelor of Science (BS) and Master
of Science (MS) Degree programs in Cyber Operations and Resiliency (CORe). I understand that
Boise State and other universities offer degrees in Computer Science with an emphasis in Cyber
Security, but Cyber Security can no longer be just an extra area of study.
In today’s world we continue to collect, process and store more information and base many
decisions on this ever-growing collection of data. This simply adds greater importance and risk to
those systems and data. However, we have a nation-wide shortage of skilled and educated people
who can provide the protection that we require. The Cybersecurity Industry is in a need of not only
more qualified people, but those who are trained to think and address rapidly changing threats.
I applaud Boise State University for creating programs that start first with the high school student.
Johnny Security Seed has a similar effort and approach. As one who has significant technical
training and many certifications stacked on top of my formal college education, I have found that
the combination has been a key element in my success. I see these programs as vital to creating
professionals who can address ever-changing operational issues to ensure the resiliency of critical
data and systems. I also support the program’s experiential learning credit approach. Hackers
follow no formal education road map and to respond we need to create a workforce capable of
accomplishing the mission, oftentimes in a less structured fashion. I believe that the proposed
curriculums would provide my current and prior businesses a more capable employee to help in
this ongoing fight.
As a point of reference, I have spent over 50 years protecting information of which over 30 years
was focused on creating and managing cyber security programs. I created the Information Security
Program for Mission Operations at Johnson Space Center, NASA. While there, I was awarded a
“Silver Snoopy” by the astronauts for the program and a Continuous Improvement Award by the
NASA Administrator for avoiding over $25M in costs. After that, I created four other very
successful security programs across various industries. I am a past International President of the
Information Systems Security Association (ISSA) and a member of the Information Security Hall
of Fame. Most recently I was honored with Fellow status of the world renowned Ponemom
Institute (https://www.ponemon.org).
Should you have any questions of if I may be of other assistance, I can be contacted at
Rich@JohnnySecuritySeed.com or on my cell at 480-686-5527.
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Sincerely,

Richard W. Owen, Jr.
CEO and Chief Evangelist
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PhD in Computing, Cybersecurity Emphasis - Now /
In-person

ATTACHMENT 2

Cybersecurity Education Opportunities
Fall 2021 and Beyond
Graduate Degrees

*MS, Cyber Operations & Resilience - Fall 2021 / Online
*MS, Cybersecurity - Fall 2021 / In-person

Graduate Certs

Certificate in Cryptography and Cryptanalysis - Fall 2021 / Online

Undergrad Certs

Knowledge

BS, Computer Science w/ Cybersecurity Emphasis - Now / In-person
*BS, Cyber Operations & Resilience - Fall 2021 / Online
BS, Computer Systems Engineering - Fall 2021 / In-person

Undergrad Minors or Degrees

Certifications

*Under Review. Forthcoming
subject to the Board approval.

Cybersecurity Minor - Now / In-person
Four Cyber/Physical Certificates for STEM Students - Now / Hybrid
(Power, Process, Software, Hardware)

Cryptography and Cryptanalysis Certificate - Fall 2021 / Online
Cyber Operations Certificate and Certification - Now / Online
Cybersecurity For All Certificate - Now / Online
IRSA
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

SUBJECT
Online Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in Cyber Operations and
Resilience
APPLICABLE STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY
Idaho State Board of Education Governing Policies & Procedures, Section III.G.
and Section V.R.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
Boise State University (BSU) proposes to create a Bachelor of Science and a
Master of Science in Cyber Operations and Resilience (CORe) program that will
be offered wholly online. These programs will operate under the guidelines of
Board Policy V.R. as it pertains to wholly online programs.
CORe programs are designed around the realities of today’s cyber and physical
landscape: It’s not if a security (cyber and/or physical and/or interdependencies)
breach will occur, it’s a matter of when. A resilient system will be able to be restored
in a timely and orderly fashion. Businesses, while maintaining a secure posture,
are investing in people, processes, and technology to ensure operational continuity
under adverse conditions, such as from cyber-attacks, physical attacks, insider
threats, malfunctioning equipment/software, or failure of infrastructures. The
proposed programs will prepare students to anticipate, detect, mitigate, and
manage cyber, physical, and interdependencies infrastructure threats.
The unique scaffolding of these programs (which are designed as a stackable
degree program both at the undergraduate and graduate levels, along with the
emerging importance of cyber and physical resilience) prepares students with the
knowledge, skills, and expertise needed for maintaining the operational
effectiveness of complex business, academic, and government information and
physical systems. The Bachelor’s degree program utilizes and stacks existing
undergraduate certificates, including Cyber Physical Systems (as optional
electives) and Cyber Operations (required) into the degree plan. Moreover, the
degree has the flexibility for students to stack related industry certifications,
existing minor and certificates, and dual-listed courses, prior learning, internships,
and experiential learning. The MS in CORe is a stackable Master’s degree
program that offers graduate certificates with complementary technical and nontechnical tracks leading to a master’s degree. The program is ideal for students
who have a professional, military, or law enforcement background that seek to
advance their career within the cyber workforce.
Because they are entirely online, the proposed programs will enable BSU to reach
potential students who need flexibility in their education that result from
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professional and personal responsibilities. These students may also live in a rural
area of Idaho that do not have face-to-face educational opportunities.
IMPACT
The proposed CORe degree programs are intended to be a part of the statewide
cybersecurity initiatives and the collaboration between the Idaho’s higher education
institutions to meet the growing workforce demand for cyber-related education.
Cybersecurity is a multifaceted challenge and these online programs will help fill a
gap in Idaho’s cybersecurity program offerings. They are designed to prepare
learners to think in systems about how resilience can be achieved. These programs
will collaborate and coordinate with BSU’s new Institute for Pervasive
Cybersecurity. The unique and flexible scaffolding of these programs will allow them
to be part of joint programming opportunities in cybersecurity education in Idaho.
BSU projects that the Bachelor’s CORe program will reach a size of 116 students
by the fifth year, graduating approximately 47 students per year once the program
is up and running. BSU projects that the master’s program will reach a size of
approximately 100 students by the fifth year, graduating approximately 39 students
per year once the program is up and running. Both programs are scalable to meet
the demand for the program.
The proposed Bachelor’s program is different from Idaho State University’s
undergraduate Cyber-Physical System Engineering Technology program and the
University of Idaho’s undergraduate Cybersecurity program because the proposed
program instructs and produces cybersecurity professionals focused on operational
thinking, tools, methodologies, and efficiencies, as well as ensuring system
resiliency for maximum risk reduction coverage using risk appropriate costs. There
is no duplication at the master’s level, as no Idaho public institution offers a similar
program. The proposed MS in CORe program concentrates on cybersecurity
people, process, and technology.
The student fees will be in accordance with the Online Program Fee as defined in
Board Policy V.R., 3.a.x. The price-point for the online BS CORe program fee will
be $350 per credit. For the 120 credits required for completion of the proposed
program, the total cost will be $42,000. The price-point for the online MS CORe
program fee will be $525 per credit. For the 30 credits required for completion of
the proposed program, the total cost will be $15,750.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1- Proposal for Bachelor of Science in Cyber Operations and Resilience
Attachment 2- Proposal for Master of Science in Cyber Operations and Resilience
Attachment 3- Boise State University Cybersecurity Curriculum Stack
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Boise State University anticipates 20 enrollments initially reaching 116 by FY26 for
the Bachelor’s program and anticipates 10 enrollments for the Master’s program
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initially reaching 107 by FY26. The program will be scaled based on demand for
the degree offerings as provided in their program proposal. Because the program
will be using the online program fee model, minimum enrollments are based on
course registrations, which range from 405 to 1,876 annual credits and 13.50 to 62.53
annual FTEs (BS program) and 256 to 1,413 annual credits and 10.65 to 58.88 annual
FTEs (MS program) over a five-year period. If enrollments are not met, BSU will
adjust to reflect actual activity and will be evaluated annually. If in the long term it
is not fiscally sustainable, the program will be discontinued.
While the proposed program is currently not listed on BSU’s approved three-year
plan, it was included in their draft plan submitted in 2020. Due to the pandemic,
program planning was postponed last academic year. Draft plans were in progress
and were shared with the Instruction, Research, and Student Affairs Committee to
demonstrate impacts on program planning and immediate plans for the future. In
accordance with Board Policy III.Z, no institution has the statewide program
responsibility specifically for cybersecurity programs. Additionally, Board Policy
III.Z does not apply to programs for which 90% or more of all activity is required or
completed online.
As provided in the program proposal, University of Idaho (U of I) currently offers a
Bachelor of Science in Cybersecurity, which is a computer science based degree,
and Idaho State University offers a Bachelor of Applied Science in Cyber-Physical
Systems Engineering Technology, which is an industry control cybersecurity
program that focuses on operational technology cybersecurity. BSU’s
baccalaureate program is focused on cyber operations in dealing with security
issues. All three universities also offer a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science.
There are currently no similar Master’s level programs being offered. Both BSU
and the U of I have plans to bring forward a Master’s level Cybersecurity program
in the future. Staff notes that BSU has recently submitted a proposal for their
Master of Science in Cybersecurity, which will come before the Board at next
meeting, and the U of I has a Master of Science in Cybersecurity projected for
summer 2022.
Industry support was obtained from Idaho National Laboratory; State of Idaho,
Information Technology Services; Ursus Security, LLC; Johnny Security Seed,
LLC; and MUFG Union Bank, N.A.
BSU also requests approval to assess an online program fee of $350 per credit for
the Bachelor’s program consisting of 120 credits, which amounts to $42,000; and
$525 per credit for the Master’s program consisting of 30 credits, which totals
$15,750. Based on the information for the online program fee provided in the
proposal, staff finds that the criteria have been met for this program.
The proposal completed the program review process and was presented to the
Council on Academic Affairs and Programs (CAAP) on February 4, 2021; and to
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the Instruction, Research, and Student Affairs (IRSA), and Business Affairs and
Human Resources (BAHR) Committees on February 5, 2021.
Board staff recommends approval.
BOARD ACTION
I move to approve the request by Boise State University to create an online
Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in Cyber Operations and Resilience,
as presented in Attachments 1 and 2.

Moved by __________ Seconded by __________ Carried Yes _____ No _____
AND
I move to approve the request by Boise State University to charge an online
program fee of $350 per credit for the Bachelor of Science in Cyber Operations
and Resilience, in conformance with the program budget submitted to the Board
in Attachment 1.

Moved by __________ Seconded by __________ Carried Yes _____ No _____
AND
I move to approve the request by Boise State University to charge an online
program fee of $525 per credit for the Master of Science in Cyber Operations and
Resilience, in conformance with the program budget submitted to the Board in
Attachment 2.

Moved by __________ Seconded by __________ Carried Yes _____ No _____
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Student demand is tied to the high number of job openings in the region, and nation, as
well as looking at the number of students graduating from cyber-related program. The
gCORE program expects that a growing number of students with a cyber-related
background will be attracted to the program because of the vast employment
opportunities that exist within the field.
According to Cyberseek (www.cyberseek.org, January 5, 2021), there are 1,597 cyber
job openings in Idaho. There are 23,531 cyber jobs in Idaho and surrounding states
(Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana). Some of these job
openings have been difficult to fill as the graduates are not trained in the right skill sets.
The need to fill these positions is a large part of why we designed the BS and MS in
Cyber Operations and Resilience degrees (uCORe and gCORe) and the gCORE
certificates. The curriculums have been designed to prepare the graduates for shortterm and long-term learning outcomes.
According to the program feasibility research, from February 2018- April 2020, 466 job
postings in Idaho required a credential in a field related to cybersecurity. Of which, 116
jobs either prefer or require an advanced degree (i.e., post-baccalaureate) which the
gCORE certificates can provide (in addition to the MS degree).
The program feasibility research identified the regional workforce demand (Alaska,
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington and
Wyoming) as 22,532 total jobs posted that required a credential in a field related to
cybersecurity (February 2018- April 2020). Of which, 3,308 jobs either prefer or require
an advanced degree (i.e., post-baccalaureate). California and Washington states
dominate the job market. The average salary is estimated at $100.1K.
Additionally, research for the national workforce demand, identified 130,322 total jobs
posted that required a credential in a field related to cybersecurity (February 2018- April
2020). Of which, 19,223 jobs either prefer or require an advanced degree (i.e., postbaccalaureate). California and Washington states dominate the job market. The
average salary is estimated at $95.1K.
In addition to the vast job opportunities that we anticipate will attract students to the
program, the current the undergraduate Cyber Operations certificate that was started as
part of the effort funded by Idaho Workforce Development Council, already has 30
students enrolled (new program as of August 2020).
As part of the program feasibility study, completion data for both undergraduate and
graduate degree programs for the western US state region was analyzed (Alaska,
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming), which indicate a growth in enrollment.
Regional undergraduate degree completions in cyber-related programs
2016 - 1,030
2017 - 1,134 = 10% year over year growth in regional degree completions
2018 - 1,164 = 2.6% year over year growth in regional degree completions
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2019 - 2,630 = 125% year over year growth in regional degree completions
The increase year over year of undergraduate students in cyber-related programs
indicates that increasing number of students will likely pursue advanced educational
opportunities to increase their employability, salary potential, advance their careers, and
grow their skills and knowledge in the field.
Regional graduate degree completions in cyber-related programs
2016 - 527
2017 - 688 = 30.5% year over year growth in regional degree completions
2018 - 807 = 17% year over year growth in regional degree completions
2019 - 1,100 = 36% year over year growth in regional degree completions
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;;=:)6+- 7. "=)41<A  1?/>5.1 4;C @41 5:?@5@A@5;: C588 1:?A>1 @41 =A-85@E ;2 @41 <>;3>-9 
1?/>5.1@415:?@5@A@5;:-8<>;/1??;2<>;3>-9>1B51C )41>1-<<>;<>5-@101?/>5.1-<<85/-.81
?<1/5-85F10-//>105@-@5;:-:01D<8-5:C4EE;A0;;>0;:;@<8-:@;?117-//>105@-@5;: 
!(%%(0"' &,.+,0"%%',.+-!!" !*.%"-2(-!'0)+( +&7

 "('% ',-"-.-"('%+"--"('7(",--'"/+,"-2",+ "('%%2+"-2-!
(+-!0,-(&&",,"('('(%% ,''"/+,"-",>?8 "('%+"--"('(-!
.'"/+,"-2!,'('-"'.(.,,"'"'"-"%+"--"('0,('++"'CKFC8(",--
'"/+,"-2",.++'-%2+"--%% +%/%,>555?8

+( +&/"07(",--!,"',-"-.-'0)+( +&+/"0)+(.+8--!"')-"('(
'0)+( +&,5-!)+( +&,0"%%,.&"--(-!"(-!+(/(,--!+92+,,,,&'-)%'
-(,!.%"'-(-!+"("/"0;,,,,&'-)(+-"' 2%8!)%'"'%.,)+( +&
%+'"' (.-(&,6''"&)%&'--"(')%'0"-!-"&%"'"'-"2"' 0!''0!-0"%%
,,,,5!(0-!)+( +&,0"%% -!+,,,,&'--5'!(0-!)+( +&0"%%.,-!-
"'(+&-"('-(&$"&)+(/&'-,8!'5/+2-!+2+,5-!)+( +&,0"%%)+(/"+( +&
,,,,&'-)(+-,>?50!"!0"%%+/"02,&%%-&(.%-2',-.,"' 
.+"50!"!"'%.,$5'1-,-),5'(%%(09.)+)(+-0"-!,.&&+2(
-"(',8

+( +&/%()&'-.))(+-7!('%"'88"'2+)+-"(',',"%"'",('(
,/+%-!-+"' +-/"-!&).,1)',"(' '"-"-"/-(",--'"/+,"-28
(",--:,('%"')+( +&/%()&'-)+(,,.,,"%"--)+( +&," ')+(,,-(
,,",-)+( +&.%-2&&+,"'-!+-"('('"'-'-"('%5(!,"/(.+,)+( +,,"('
0"-!-" !-%2%" '(.+,')+( +&(.-(&,8&.%-"91)+-/%()&'--&50!"!
"'%.,'"',-+.-"('%," '+5&.%-"&",)"%",-5'*.%"-2,,.+'50(+$,
(%%(+-"/%20"-!-!.%-2&&+8'&,-+/+,"('(!(.+,",/%()(+
(',",-'-%(($'%((.+,,+(,,-!)+( +&6-!&,-+(.+,.-"%"3,)+(,,"('%%2
+-(&&('-&)%-%" '0"-!'-"('%%2.%"-2--+,(.+,," ',-'+,8

&" '- +"-27&""'- +"-2",/"-%-(-!&",,"('((",--'"/+,"-2'
'(&),,,-!-(-%"-2(&"+" (+5-!"%!/"(+5"'-%%-.%.+"(,"-25))+()+"-
-&0(+$5')+,",-'8%%,," '&'-,,.&"--2,-.'-&.,-+)+,'-!",;!+(0'
",5(')-,5'.++'-.'+,-'"' (+&.,-"--!(+" "'%,(.+8(",--
)+(-"/%2,.))(+-,&""'- +"-22)+(/""' -+"'"' 5&"'-"'"' 0,"-"--(
&""'- +"-25)+(/""' -((%,,.!,) ( "%,-+- ",50(+$,!(),5'-"),(+
," '"' -,-,5,0%%,,-%",!"' )(%"",')+(.+,(+,-.'-,0!(/"(%--!
&""'- +"-2)(%"20"-!"'-!-.'-((('.-8(+-!",'0('%"')+( +&50
0"%%.,-!(%%(0"' ,-+- ",-('(.+ &""'- +"-27
 .+"' -!," ''/%()&'-(-!.++".%.&',,,,&'-(!(.+,5
"',-+.-(+,0"%%"'(+&2,-((",--:,&).,'-+(.-,-)+-",
(+('%"'(.+,," ',('.%"-2--+,@',-)+-",-+- ",-(
)+(&(-&""'- +"-2"'('%"'.-"(',(':,+(&&'-"(',
>+,"('D8B5 .'DBBK?
 !+(. !-!)+( +&/%()&'-)+(,,5(.+,)+(.-"('5(.+,%.'!,.))(+-
)+(/"2-!&).,'-+5'(-!+&',5"',-+.-(+,0"%%+&"'(.--!
"&)(+-'(&""'- +"-2''(.+ -(+)(+-'-.)(',.,)-
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/"(%-"(',8
 &""'- +"-20"%%+,,0"-!"'('%"',-.'-(+"'--"('8+( +&,&2
+*."+('%"',-.'-,-((&)%--!.'"/+,"-2:,&" '- +"-2'%"'(+$,!()8
 --! "''"' (!(.+,5-!"',-+.-(+0"%%(&&.'"-1)--"(',+ +"' 
&""'- +"-2-(,-.'-,"'-!,2%%.,'/+%%2'&2+*."+(&)%-"('(
-!.'"/+,"-2:,&" '- +"-2'%"'(+$,!()8

-.'-.-!'-"-"('7.,-!)+()(,)+( +&0"%%(+'-"+%2('%"'5"-",
"&)(+-'--("'%.&!'",&,20!"!0.-!'-"--!"'-"-2(,-.'-,'+(%%"'
-!)+( +&80"%%.,-!(%%(0"' &!'",&,7
 .+"' -!&",,"(',)+(,,5-!.'"/+,"-20"%%('"+&+*."+(""%-+',+")-,
'(-!+(.&'--"('+*."+(+&",,"('"'-(-!)+( +&8
 ,,("-0"-!,,-('.,((.+ +'"' ' &'-2,-&5,.+%( 9"'
'/"+('&'-0"%%)+(/"',-.'-,0"%%+*."+-(.,,-+(' ),,0(+,'
!' -!&/+2KB2,8
 !'!" !9,-$,1&,++*."+5.%-20"%%'(.+ -(.-"%"3+&(-(+
('%"')+(-(+"' ,+/",0!'))+()+"-8 '-!(,"',-',5,-.'-,0"%%'-(
)+(/"/%")!(-("'-""-"('(+ "'"' ,,-(-! +,,,,&'-,(+
(-!++*."+-"/"-",8
 ',-+.-(+,0"%%.-"%"3'/,:,.+'"-"')% "+",&--"(')+( +&0!'))+()+"-8
 ',-+.-(+,+1)--("'(+&('0+(-!"&)(+-'(,-.'-"'-"-2
.-!'-"-"(''-(+)(+-'-.)(',.,)-/"(%-"(',8



6)++7:,)6+-?1<07):,!741+A)6-@<-:6)48--::->1-?1;:-9=1:-,.7:)6A6-?
,7+<7:)48:7/:)5@@-/4@41<11>>1B51C>1<;>@-?88-6,1@ 

;





%-)+0-: ,=+)<176-:<1.1+)<176 !:7/:)5; 88 0A/-@;> ">1<->-@5;: <>;3>-9? @4-@ 81-0 @;
/1>@525/-@5;:>1=A5>1>1B51C-:0>1/;991:0-@5;:2>;9@41">;21??5;:-8%@-:0->0?;995??5;:
"%<>5;>@;/;:?501>-@5;:-:0-<<>;B-8;2@41<>;3>-9.E@41%@-@1;->0;20A/-@5;: 

)588@45?<>;3>-981-0@;/1>@525/-@5;:

+1?,,,,, ;,,*,,,

2 E1? ;: C4-@ 0-@1 C-? @41 ">;3>-9 <<>;B-8 2;> 1>@525/-@5;: $1=A1?@ ?A.95@@10 @; @41
">;21??5;:-8%@-:0->0?;995??5;:



%0:--(-):!4)6.<01;1;)6-?8:787;-,8:7/:)51;1<76A7=:16;<1<=<176C;)88:7>-,
A-):84)6




+1? *

;





2E1?<>;/110@;=A1?@5;:  2:;

) '01+07.<0-.7447?16/;<)<-5-6<;),,:-;;<0-:-);76.7:),,16/<01;8:7/:)5
7=<;1,-7.<0-:-/=4):<0:--A-):84)6616/8:7+-;;

:05/-@1*.E1-/4-<<85/-.81?@-@191:@
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">;3>-95?59<;>@-:@2;>911@5:3E;A>5:?@5@A@5;:I?>135;:-8;>?@-@1C501<>;3>-9
>1?<;:?5.585@51? 
&41<>;3>-95?5:>1?<;:?1@;-?<1/525/5:0A?@>E:110;>C;>72;>/1;<<;>@A:5@E 
&41<>;3>-95?>185-:@;:1D@1>:-82A:05:33>-:@?0;:-@5;:?C5@4-01-085:12;>
-//1<@-:/1;22A:05:3 
&41>15?-/;:@>-/@A-8;.853-@5;:;><->@:1>?45<;<<;>@A:5@E>18-@10@;@45?
<>;3>-9 
&41<>;3>-95?5:>1?<;:?1@;-//>105@-@5;:>1=A5>191:@?;>>1/;991:0-@5;:? 
&41<>;3>-95?5:>1?<;:?1@;>1/1:@/4-:31?@;@1-/41>
/1>@525/-@5;: 1:0;>?191:@>1=A5>191:@? 


* !:7>1,-)6-@84)6)<176.7:)44;<)<-5-6<;A7=;-4-+<-,


!  !!!    !  




=::1+=4=5!:7>1,-,-;+:18<1>-16.7:5)<1767.<0--,=+)<176)47..-:16/
) $=55):A7.:-9=1:-5-6<;">;B501-?A99->E;2<>;3>-9>1=A5>191:@?A?5:3@41
2;88;C5:3@-.81 


8,+0:/5;89048,7;08,+*5;89,95--,8,+)?:/,
+,6(8:3,4:95--,804.:/,685.8(3
8,+0:/5;89048,7;08,+*5;89,95--,8,+)?5:/,8
+,6(8:3,4:9
8,+0:/5;8904049:0:;:054(2.,4,8(2,+;*(:054
*;880*;2;3
8,+0:/5;8904-8,,,2,*:0<,9
#5:(2*8,+0:/5;898,7;08,+-58+,.8,,685.8(3






 
 



*=::1+=4=5">;B501@41/A>>5/A8A92;>@41<>;3>-95:/8A05:3/>105@?@;/;9<81@5;:
/;A>?1?.E@5@81-:0-??53:10-/-0195//>105@3>-:@10 





$-/:--7584-<17616A*-: #-
&61>-:;1<A7=6,)<176;
':5B1>?5@E;A:0-@5;:?>1=A5>191:@?5:05/-@105:.;80 %11<-31
2;>01@-58?-:085?@?;2-<<>;B10/;A>?1? 
'
;A:0-@5;:?;2:@1881/@A-8521
' ;A:0-@5;:?;2@45/?-:05B1>?5@E
) 
)>5@5:3-:0$41@;>5/
)  )>5@5:3-:0$41@;>5/
;A:0-@5;:?;2!>-8;99A:5/-@5;:
;A:0-@5;:?;2-@419-@5/?/;A>?1&:@>;@;
%@-@5?@5/?

:-,1<;
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 ;A:0-@5;:?;2 -@A>-8"4E?5/-8<<8510%/51:/1?/;A>?1
C5@48-.
 ;A:0-@5;:?;2 -@A>-8"4E?5/-8<<8510%/51:/1?/;A>?15:
-?1/;:025180
;A:0-@5;:?;2>@?/;A>?1
;A:0-@5;:?;2A9-:5@51?/;A>?1
%;A:0-@5;:?;2%;/5-8%/51:/1?/;A>?1
%;A:0-@5;:?;2%;/5-8%/51:/1?/;A>?15:-?1/;:025180
#-9=1:-,7=:;-;
!$  :2;>9-@5;:??A>-:/1-:0>5@5/-8&45:75:3E.1>!<?
1>@
!$  121:?5B1%1/A>5@EE.1>!<?1>@
!$  !221:?5B1%1/A>5@EE.1>!<?1>@
!$  $1/;B1>E-:0;>1:?5/?E.1>!<?1>@
!$
;A:0-@5;:-8??1:@5-82;>&E.1>%1/A>5@E">-/@5@5;:1>
;9<&%1/A>5@EE.1>!<?1>@
!$
-<?7:316/;9<& 1@C;>7
 #  E.1>">;61/@-:-3191:@-:01?53:
 # E.1>$5?7-:-3191:@;B1>:-:/1
 # E.1>%E?@19?&45:75:3??1:@5-8-:0!$1
-?@1>?
077;-)<4-);< 7=:;-;A*-:;;-6<1)4;
 #
E.1>A?5:1??-:0$13A8-@;>E!<1>-@5;:?
??1:@5-8?
 #
:@1>:1@;2&45:3?>/45@1/@A>1??1:@5-8?
 # E.1>%1/A>5@E!<1>-@5;:?1:@1>??1:@5-8?
 #  E.1>$5?7??1??91:@??1:@5-8?
 #
E.1>$10-:08A1&1-9???1:@5-8?
 #
>@525/5-8:@188531:/1-/45:11->:5:3??1:@5-8?
 # <<8510E.1>%1/A>5@E">;3>-995:3
077;-)<4-);< 7=:;-A*-:-8<0
 # E.1>&4>1-@:@188531:/1&4>1-@:@188531:/1
 # E.1>$1?5851:/1%E?@19?1?53:$1?5851:/1:-8E?@
161;016/7=6,)<176
 # A*-:)8;<76-
4-+<1>-;
4-+<1>-;<7<7<)4 +:-,1<;
%7<)4



































+ ,,1<176)4:-9=1:-5-6<;1?/>5.1-005@5;:-8>1=A5>191:@??A/4-?/;9<>141:?5B1
1D-95:-@5;:?1:5;>@41?5?;>;@41>/-<?@;:11D<1>51:/1<>-/@5/A9;>5:@1>:?45<?;91
;2C45/49-E/->>E/>105@4;A>?5:/8A0105:@4185?@-.;B1 
!+0"%%E9+"-),-('1)+"'(.+,50!"!0"%%.%"%%-!"'",!"' 
(.'-"(',+*."+&'-,(-!'"/+,"-28!+",+")-"('(-!",),-('(.+,",7
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ATTACHMENT 1
    

     ," '1)+"'"'- +-"' )+/"(.,(.+,0(+$
0"-!2+()+-"(','+,"%"'," '-!(+2'&-!((%( 28++*7FBG5
FIB5EBC8

 -):616/ =<+75-;@8-+<-,$<=,-6<-):616/ =<+75-;)6,766-+<176<7
=::1+=4=5

) 6<-6,-,-):616/ =<+75-;5?@@41:@1:0101->:5:3!A@/;91?2;>@41<>;<;?10
<>;3>-9A?5:381->:1> /1:@1>10?@-@191:@?@4-@5:05/-@1C4-@?@A01:@?C5887:;C
A:01>?@-:0-:0.1-.81@;0;-:0B-8A1;>-<<>1/5-@1-?->1?A8@;2/;9<81@5:3@41
<>;3>-9 


• ( '"3-!(++-.'&'-%,(2+()+-"(',5+,"%"'5+",$,,,,&'-5
'"'(+&-"(',,.+'-((-!2+9)!2,"%'"'(+&-"(',2,-&,8
• $","(',,('-!-!",5%0,5)(%"",5' (/+''(-!2+
,.+"-2"%8
• +-")-%--",5-!'"*.,5')+(.+,',,+2-('!'2+9
)!2,"%'"'(+&-"('%,.+"-2()+-"(','+,"%"'28
• ( '"3"'.,-+2)-%2+,.+"-2&(%-(,.+5"'(+&5"'/(%/5'
.-,-$!(%+,"',.+"-2;+,"%"'()+-"(',',-+- ",8
• ('-"'.(.,%2/%.-'&('"-(+-!()+-"('%'+,"%"'-&-.+"-2(''-"-28
• '%23()+-"(''+,"%"'2)(%"",5&-+",5-,-"' ',.+"-2,(%.-"(',(+'
'-"-2.,"' (-!+" (+(.,+",$,,,,&'-'-!+-"'-%%" ')()%5)+(,,,5
-((%,'&,.+,




 ;;-;;5-6<84)6;

) ;;-;;5-6<!:7+-;;1?/>5.1@41-??1??91:@<8-:2;>?@A01:@81->:5:3;A@/;91?@4-@
C588.1A?10@;1B-8A-@1?@A01:@-/451B191:@-:04;C@41>1?A8@?C588.1A?10@;59<>;B1
@41<>;3>-9 


!88"'2+)+-"(',',"%"' +)+( +&0"%%(%%(0,2,-&-"
,,,,&'-'"&)+(/&'-)+(,,"'0!"!&.%-")%))+(!,0"%%.,5'(-('%2
-(&,.+,-.'---"'&'-()+( +&(.-(&,5.--(%,("'(+&)+( +&&-"
"&)+(/&'-,8!%+'"' (.-(&,+&))-((.+,,-!-)+(/"+%/'-('-'-8
-.'-0(+$"'-!,(.+,,-!-+,,,)""(.-(&,",(%%-'/%.-2
)+( +&.%-28!(.-(&,+,,,,('-!+92+2%0"-!-(+%%(.-(&,
(%%-!2+5'-!'-!+,.%-,+'%23/+2-!+2+,8(+!(.-(&5
,-.'-0(+$+(,,-!)+( +&",+/"0"'(&)+!',"/+/"0(,-.'-0(+$8
+(.)(-!+.%-2&&+,'"',-+.-(+,+/"0-!(/+%%--"'&'-(-!
(.-(&,('-!/"'(%%-8,)+-(-!+/"05+(&&'-"(',(+
"&)+(/&'--(-!)+( +&+(.-%"'8%%.%-2-!'+/"0-!,+,.%-,'&$
,. ,-"(',;!' ,-("&)+(/-!",)+(,,"')+( +&(('-"'.(.,"&)+(/&'-8
/%.-"('+,.%-,"'(+&)+( +&&-"5) ( "%5'.++".%+"&)+(/&'-,8

!$2$'(0% .'"-,"'2-!-"('% '"-"-"/(+2+.+"-2.-"('
> ?2+,.+"-2(+$(++&0(+$55' 2+.+"-2(2(
'(0% >2($?0"%%%,(&))-(%%-!(.+,,8!",0"%%',.+0+-!"' 
-!&(,-"&)(+-'-,$"%%,-,'+"-"%-!"'$"' 8
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!!   " ! 
           
               

   


                 
 

) @1;<16/:-;7=:+-; 1?/>5.11=A5<91:@?<-/18-.;>-@;>E5:?@>A91:@?/;9<A@1>?
;>;@41><4E?5/-81=A5<91:@<>1?1:@8E-B-58-.81@;?A<<;>@@41?A//1??2A8
59<8191:@-@5;:;2@41<>;3>-9 


("&)-8"'-!",",2+9(.,)+( +&5-!!',9('-"/"-",'"-!+
++"(.-.,"' ,-.'-:,(&).-+,(+.,"' %(.(&).-"' ,+/",8

* 58)+<7.6-?8:7/:)5 )4-@C588.1@4159<-/@;:1D5?@5:3<>;3>-9?;25:/>1-?10
A?1;2<4E?5/-8>1?;A>/1?.E@41<>;<;?10<>;3>-9;CC588@415:/>1-?10A?1.1
-//;99;0-@10



 

   







+ --,-,:-;7=:+-;5?@1=A5<91:@?<-/18-.;>-@;>E5:?@>A91:@?1@/ @4-@9A?@.1
;.@-5:10@;?A<<;>@@41<>;<;?10<>;3>-9 :@1>@41/;?@?;2@4;?1<4E?5/-8>1?;A>/1?
5:@;@41.A031@?411@ 

 ;

               
   
) @1;<16/:-;7=:+-;)6,158)+<7.6-?8:7/:)5 B-8A-@185.>->E>1?;A>/1?
5:/8A05:3<1>?;::18-:0?<-/1 >1@41E-01=A-@12;>@41;<1>-@5;:;2@41<>1?1:@
<>;3>-9)588@41>1.1-:59<-/@;:1D5?@5:3<>;3>-9?;25:/>1-?1085.>->EA?-31
/-A?10.E@41<>;<;?10<>;3>-9;>;22 /-9<A?<>;3>-9?/81->8E5:05/-@14;C@41
85.>->E>1?;A>/1?->1@;.1<>;B5010 






("&)-",'-"")- 

* --,-,:-;7=:+-; )4-@:1C85.>->E>1?;A>/1?C588.1>1=A5>10@;1:?A>1?A//1??2A8
59<8191:@-@5;:;2@41<>;3>-9:@1>@41/;?@?;2@4;?185.>->E>1?;A>/1?5:@;@41
.A031@?411@ 

("&)-8!/' ,.,+")-"(',8(,-).%"-"(',+('%"''0'
-,,-(-!(,).%"%2/"%%+,(.+,8

 )+=4<A!-:;766-4:-;7=:+-;

) --,-,:-;7=:+-;5B1-:;B1>B51C;2@41<1>?;::18>1?;A>/1?@4-@C588.1:11010
@;59<8191:@@41<>;3>-9 ;C9-:E-005@5;:-8?1/@5;:?;21D5?@5:3/;A>?1?C588.1
:11010$121>>5:3@;@4185?@;2:1C/;A>?1?@;.1/>1-@10C4-@5:?@>A/@5;:-8/-<-/5@E
C588.1:11010@;;221>@41:1/1??->E:A9.1>;2?1/@5;:?
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!)+( +&0"%%.''0#.'-;%-.++"',-+.-"('-((/+-!"-"('%
"',-+.-"('+"-+*."+2-!)+( +&7
+C9DG8GB"',-+.-"('+"-,5C8BH
+D9FJ8GB"',-+.-"('+"-,5D8BD
+E9KB8BB"',-+.-"('+"-,5E8IG
+F9KB8BB"',-+.-"('+"-,5E8IG
+G9KB8BB"',-+.-"('+"-,5E8IG
-&-.+"-25-!)+( +&0"%%(+(&"'-(-%(EF,-"(',('0(.+,,(
0!"!EC,-"(',0"%%"'+(,,%",-(.+,,0"-!-!)+()(,,-+("'"'
2+)+-"(',',"%"'8
!)+( +&0"%%.'B8GB)+( +&((+"'-(+"'2+,C5D4E'('/+--(
C8BB)+( +&((+"'-(+,-+-"' 2+F8!)+( +&0"%%.'B8DG
&"'",-+-"/,,",-'-"'2+,D4E'('/+--(B8GB&"'",-+-"/,,",-'-
,-+-"' 2+F8
* @1;<16/:-;7=:+-; 1?/>5.1@411D5?@5:35:?@>A/@5;:-8?A<<;>@-:0-095:5?@>-@5B1
>1?;A>/1?@4-@/-:.1.>;A34@@;.1->@;?A<<;>@@41?A//1??2A859<8191:@-@5;:;2@41
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October 13, 2020

CCN 248073

Idaho State Board of Education
650 West State St.
Suite 307
Boise, ID 83720
Subject: Letter of Support Regarding Boise State Course Offerings in Cyber Operations and
Resilience
Dear Board Members,
As part of our continued collaboration with Boise State University (BSU) and in support of the
Cybercore Integration Center (CIC) mission at Idaho National Laboratory (INL), this letter
expresses our strong endorsement of the proposed Cyber Operations and Resilience course
offerings.
INL is a world leader in research and technologies for securing and protecting the critical
infrastructure of the United States and is focused on fundamental challenges with greatest
impact. Building on the current success of BSU and CIC collaborations, these competency-based
learning models will help to reach additional students while addressing outstanding needs in the
current workforce.
INL has been observing the cybersecurity security curriculum development across the state of
Idaho. University of Idaho offers a BS in Cybersecurity, a degree focused on computer science
and programming. Idaho State University is now offering a BAS in Cyber-Physical Systems
Engineering Technology, concentrated on industrial cybersecurity. There is another identified
need for cyber operations, which targets frontline workers who continually face security
concerns and address challenges across the enterprise. We are delighted that BSU has taken the
appropriate steps to address this gap, at both the BS and MS level, and are prepared to make
course offerings available as soon as next fall.
The fact that the courses will be available as an asynchronous online program, opens the
instruction to much broader audiences across the state and affords full-time workers and remote
learners the ability to build skills outside of the traditional classroom setting. This progressive
and flexible platform offers broad reach and greater access to a variety of students, from diverse
backgrounds and skill sets, to advance education and workforce development efforts necessary to
meet cybersecurity needs now, and in the future.
In short, we see these programs as beneficial to industry, local governments, counties, and state
entities in training cybersecurity frontline workers to protect and defend, enhance critical
thinking skills and provide more resilience within our cyber environments, which addresses
elements currently in short supply and which will only grow in demand. Increasing the number
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of people capable of cyber operations and accelerating their development, is core to our mission
and vital to both our state and the nation.
We applaud BSU efforts and continued contributions in supporting the Idaho cyber-education
ecosystem and willingness to advance offerings designed to provide access to a wide range of
students, while addressing identified needs is the workforce.
We believe these efforts will be of benefit to the community, the state and the region, as well as
INL, and strongly support the proposed offerings being put into practice and made available.
Sincerely,

Scott Cramer, Director Cybercore Integration Center
National & Homeland Security
SC:KL
Distribution:
Sin Ming Loo, Boise State University

cc:

Z.D. Tudor, MS 3750
W.C. Kiestler, MS 3750
S.F. McAraw, MS 1444
E.J. Taylor, MS 1444
M.T. Bingham, MS 3605
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Johnny Security Seed, LLC.
4412 E la Estancia Cir
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
www.JohnnySecuritySeed.com

September 30, 2020
Idaho State Board of Education
650 West State Street, 3rd Floor
Boise, ID 83702
Dear Board Members,
I am writing this letter in support of Boise State University’s Bachelor of Science (BS) and Master
of Science (MS) Degree programs in Cyber Operations and Resiliency (CORe). I understand that
Boise State and other universities offer degrees in Computer Science with an emphasis in Cyber
Security, but Cyber Security can no longer be just an extra area of study.
In today’s world we continue to collect, process and store more information and base many
decisions on this ever-growing collection of data. This simply adds greater importance and risk to
those systems and data. However, we have a nation-wide shortage of skilled and educated people
who can provide the protection that we require. The Cybersecurity Industry is in a need of not only
more qualified people, but those who are trained to think and address rapidly changing threats.
I applaud Boise State University for creating programs that start first with the high school student.
Johnny Security Seed has a similar effort and approach. As one who has significant technical
training and many certifications stacked on top of my formal college education, I have found that
the combination has been a key element in my success. I see these programs as vital to creating
professionals who can address ever-changing operational issues to ensure the resiliency of critical
data and systems. I also support the program’s experiential learning credit approach. Hackers
follow no formal education road map and to respond we need to create a workforce capable of
accomplishing the mission, oftentimes in a less structured fashion. I believe that the proposed
curriculums would provide my current and prior businesses a more capable employee to help in
this ongoing fight.
As a point of reference, I have spent over 50 years protecting information of which over 30 years
was focused on creating and managing cyber security programs. I created the Information Security
Program for Mission Operations at Johnson Space Center, NASA. While there, I was awarded a
“Silver Snoopy” by the astronauts for the program and a Continuous Improvement Award by the
NASA Administrator for avoiding over $25M in costs. After that, I created four other very
successful security programs across various industries. I am a past International President of the
Information Systems Security Association (ISSA) and a member of the Information Security Hall
of Fame. Most recently I was honored with Fellow status of the world renowned Ponemom
Institute (https://www.ponemon.org).
Should you have any questions of if I may be of other assistance, I can be contacted at
Rich@JohnnySecuritySeed.com or on my cell at 480-686-5527.
1
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Sincerely,

Richard W. Owen, Jr.
CEO and Chief Evangelist
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Student demand is tied to the high number of job openings in the region, and nation, as
well as looking at the number of students graduating from cyber-related program. The
gCORE program expects that a growing number of students with a cyber-related
background will be attracted to the program because of the vast employment
opportunities that exist within the field.
According to Cyberseek (www.cyberseek.org, January 5, 2021), there are 1,597 cyber
job openings in Idaho. There are 23,531 cyber jobs in Idaho and surrounding states
(Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana). Some of these job
openings have been difficult to fill as the graduates are not trained in the right skill sets.
The need to fill these positions is a large part of why we designed the BS and MS in
Cyber Operations and Resilience degrees (uCORe and gCORe) and the gCORE
certificates. The curriculums have been designed to prepare the graduates for shortterm and long-term learning outcomes.
According to the program feasibility research, from February 2018- April 2020, 466 job
postings in Idaho required a credential in a field related to cybersecurity. Of which, 116
jobs either prefer or require an advanced degree (i.e., post-baccalaureate) which the
gCORE certificates can provide (in addition to the MS degree).
The program feasibility research identified the regional workforce demand (Alaska,
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington and
Wyoming) as 22,532 total jobs posted that required a credential in a field related to
cybersecurity (February 2018- April 2020). Of which, 3,308 jobs either prefer or require
an advanced degree (i.e., post-baccalaureate). California and Washington states
dominate the job market. The average salary is estimated at $100.1K.
Additionally, research for the national workforce demand, identified 130,322 total jobs
posted that required a credential in a field related to cybersecurity (February 2018- April
2020). Of which, 19,223 jobs either prefer or require an advanced degree (i.e., postbaccalaureate). California and Washington states dominate the job market. The
average salary is estimated at $95.1K.
In addition to the vast job opportunities that we anticipate will attract students to the
program, the current the undergraduate Cyber Operations certificate that was started as
part of the effort funded by Idaho Workforce Development Council, already has 30
students enrolled (new program as of August 2020).
As part of the program feasibility study, completion data for both undergraduate and
graduate degree programs for the western US state region was analyzed (Alaska,
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming), which indicate a growth in enrollment.
Regional undergraduate degree completions in cyber-related programs
2016 - 1,030
2017 - 1,134 = 10% year over year growth in regional degree completions
2018 - 1,164 = 2.6% year over year growth in regional degree completions
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2019 - 2,630 = 125% year over year growth in regional degree completions
The increase year over year of undergraduate students in cyber-related programs
indicates that increasing number of students will likely pursue advanced educational
opportunities to increase their employability, salary potential, advance their careers, and
grow their skills and knowledge in the field.
Regional graduate degree completions in cyber-related programs
2016 - 527
2017 - 688 = 30.5% year over year growth in regional degree completions
2018 - 807 = 17% year over year growth in regional degree completions
2019 - 1,100 = 36% year over year growth in regional degree completions
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)+(&(-&""'- +"-2"'('%"'.-"(',(':,+(&&'-"(',
>+,"('D8B5 .'DBBK?
!+(. !-!)+( +&/%()&'-)+(,,5(.+,)+(.-"('5(.+,%.'!,.))(+)+(/"2-!&).,'-+5'(-!+&',5"',-+.-(+,0"%%+&"'(.--!
"&)(+-'(&""'- +"-2''(.+ -(+)(+-'-.)(',.,)-
/"(%-"(',8
&""'- +"-20"%%+,,0"-!"'('%"',-.'-(+"'--"('8+( +&,&2
+*."+('%"',-.'-,-((&)%--!.'"/+,"-2:,&" '- +"-2'%"'(+$,!()8
--! "''"' (!(.+,5-!"',-+.-(+0"%%(&&.'"-1)--"(',+ +"'
&""'- +"-2-(,-.'-,"'-!,2%%.,'/+%%2'&2+*."+(&)%-"('(
-!.'"/+,"-2:,&" '- +"-2'%"'(+$,!()8

-.'-.-!'-"-"('7.,-!)+()(,)+( +&0"%%(+'-"+%2('%"'5"-",
"&)(+-'--("'%.&!'",&,20!"!0.-!'-"--!"'-"-2(,-.'-,'+(%%"'
-!)+( +&80"%%.,-!(%%(0"' &!'",&,7
 .+"' -!&",,"(',)+(,,5-!.'"/+,"-20"%%('"+&+*."+(""%-+',+")-,
'(-!+(.&'--"('+*."+(+&",,"('"'-(-!)+( +&8
 ,,("-0"-!,,-('.,((.+ +'"' ' &'-2,-&5,.+%( 9"'
'/"+('&'-0"%%)+(/"',-.'-,0"%%+*."+-(.,,-+(' ),,0(+,'
!' -!&/+2KB2,8
 !'!" !9,-$,1&,++*."+5.%-20"%%'(.+ -(.-"%"3+&(-(+
('%"')+(-(+"' ,+/",0!'))+()+"-8 '-!(,"',-',5,-.'-,0"%%'-(
)+(/"/%")!(-("'-""-"('(+ "'"' ,,-(-! +,,,,&'-,(+
(-!++*."+-"/"-",8
',-+.-(+,0"%%.-"%"3'/,:,.+'"-"')% "+",&--"(')+( +&0!'))+()+"-8

',-+.-(+,+1)--("'(+&('0+(-!"&)(+-'(,-.'-"'-"-2

.-!'-"-"(''-(+)(+-'-.)(',.,)-/"(%-"(',8


3&((47)&3(*<.9-4&7)41.(>&3*=9*73&15**77*;.*<.87*6:.7*)+47&3>3*<
)4(947&1574,7&2;;(*/;/,7,,99,=0,>9,769;(:55*3).=
;

 

#*&(-*7 ):(&9.43*79.+.(&9.43 74,7&28 33 +<*(;69 9,7(9(;065 796.9(4: ;/(; 3,(+ ;6
*,9;0-0*(;0659,8<09,9,=0,>(5+9,*644,5+(;065-964;/,96-,::065(3 ;(5+(9+:6440::065
 79069;6*65:0+,9(;065(5+(7796=(36-;/,796.9(4)@;/, ;(;,6(9+6-+<*(;065
$033;/0:796.9(43,(+;6*,9;0-0*(;065
&,:'''''6''%'''
- @,: 65 >/(; +(;, >(: ;/, 96.9(4 7796=(3 -69 ,9;0-0*(;065 ,8<,:; :<)40;;,+ ;6 ;/,
96-,::065(3 ;(5+(9+:6440::065

 

#-7**%*&71&3+9-.8.8&3*<574548*)574,7&2.8.943>4:7.389.9:9.43@8&5574;*)
>*&751&3
&,: %

6

-@,:796*,,+;68<,:;065

-56
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 2
    

  

& $-.(-4+9-*+4114<.3,89&9*2*398&))7*889-*7*&843+47&)).3,9-.8574,7&2
4:98.)*4+9-*7*,:1&79-7**>*&751&33.3,574(*88

5+0*(;,%)@,(*/(7730*()3,:;(;,4,5;
 96.9(40:04769;(5;-694,,;05.@6<905:;0;<;065D:9,.065(369:;(;,>0+,796.9(4
9,:765:0)030;0,:
 !/,796.9(40:059,:765:,;6(:7,*0-0*05+<:;9@5,,+69>692-69*,67769;<50;@





!/,796.9(40:9,30(5;65,?;,95(3-<5+05..9(5;:+65(;065:>0;/(+,(+305,-69
(**,7;(5*,6--<5+05.
!/,9,0:(*65;9(*;<(36)30.(;065697(9;5,9:/0767769;<50;@9,3(;,+;6;/0:
796.9(4
!/,796.9(40:059,:765:,;6(**9,+0;(;0659,8<09,4,5;:699,*644,5+(;065:
!/,796.9(40:059,:765:,;69,*,5;*/(5.,:;6;,(*/,9
*,9;0-0*(;065 ,5+69:,4,5;9,8<09,4,5;:


' 74;.)*&3*=51&3&9.43+47&1189&9*2*398>4:8*1*(9*)


!  !!!    !  


 



:77.(:1:274;.)*)*8(7.59.;*.3+472&9.434+9-**):(&9.43&14++*7.3,
& ":22&7>4+7*6:.7*2*39896=0+,(:<44(9@6-796.9(49,8<09,4,5;:<:05.;/,
-6336>05.;()3,
3'&+5*0634+/3'26+3'&%0634'40(('3'&$:5*'
&'1#35.'/540(('3+/)5*'130)3#.
3'&+5*0634+/3'26+3'&%0634'40(('3'&$:05*'3
&'1#35.'/54
3'&+5*0634+/+/45+565+0/#-)'/'3#-'&6%#5+0/
%633+%6-6.
3'&+5*0634+/(3'''-'%5+7'4
05#-%3'&+5*06343'26+3'&(03&')3''130)3#.








':77.(:1:296=0+,;/,*<990*<3<4-69;/,796.9(405*3<+05.*9,+0;:;6*6473,;065
*6<9:,:)@;0;3,(5+(::0.5,+(*(+,40**9,+0;.9(5;,+

 ! % !   ) *
"  "!

! 

!""  &!$!! & !!



""  '
GBB2+2,-&,!"'$"' 


E
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 2
    

GBC2+",$,,,,&'-

C

!((,H(.-(CB>C+"-(.+,,?7

H

GBD2+!+-(%"' 



GBE '(+&-"(',,.+'



GCB))%"2+,.+"-2+( +&&"' 



GCC+-"""% '-%%" '4!"' +'"' 



GCD '-+(.-"('-() +'"' 



GCE '-+'-(!"' ,+!"--.+



GCF2+9 '(+&' "'+"' 



GDB2+.+"-2)+-"(','-+



GDC2+.,"',,' .%-(+2)+-"(',



%-"/>)(-'-"%-+',++"-?
 

E
,+

!!$"!$!!! 



% !!!!!



GGB2+!+- '-%%" '

E

GGC2+++'('%"-,

E

GGD2+" "-%'" '% '-%%" '

E

 

2

 !!



GHB2+,"%"'2,-&,," '

E

GHC-0(+$," ''1)%("--"('!'"*.,

E
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 2
    

GHD,"%"'("' '+!"--.+(/",
 

E
2

# % !!!!



GIB2+",$' &'-

E

GIC2+ 05-!",5'(%"2

E

GID2+,.+"-2(/+'''(&)%"'

E

 

2

 !( -

-

GIJ!"' 



GIK+-""-"('



GKC+(#-



 

.+



( )).9.43&17*6:.7*2*398,:*90),(++0;065(39,8<09,4,5;::<*/(:*6479,/,5:0=,
,?(405(;065:,5069;/,:0:696;/,9*(7:;65,,?7,90,5*,79(*;0*<46905;,95:/07:64,
6->/0*/4(@*(99@*9,+0;/6<9:05*3<+,+05;/,30:;()6=,
  /01(',&,-+;('(.+,(&)(,(,.)+/",2+'
)!2,"%+,"%"'-!"' -+ "('%(&&.'"-2(%% '(/
  /02!!)!!!*
• +-"".+"-2+!"-->?
• +-"" '(+&-"('2,-&,."-(+> ?
• +-""-!"% $"' > ?
• +-"" '(+&-"('.+"-2' +> ?
• +-"" '(+&-"('2,-&,.+"-2+(,,"('%> ?+-""-"('
• +-""+(#-' +>?
• %" "'.1+-""+(,,"('%> ?
• +-""&)+-"(',+(,,"('%>?
  /2, !             
             
               
    

  *&73.3,:9(42*8=5*(9*)"9:)*39*&73.3,:9(42*8&3)433*(9.4394
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 2
    

:77.(:1:2
& 39*3)*)*&73.3,:9(42*80:;;/,5;,5+,+,(9505.<;*64,:-69;/,79676:,+
796.9(4<:05.3,(95,9*,5;,9,+:;(;,4,5;:;/(;05+0*(;,>/(;:;<+,5;:>033256>
<5+,9:;(5+(5+),()3,;6+6(5+=(3<,69(779,*0(;,(:(9,:<3;6-*6473,;05.;/,
796.9(4


N +()+%2))%2-!(++-.'&'-%,(2+()+-"(',5+,"%"'5+",$,,,,&'-5
(/+''5"'(+&-"(',,.+'5-!",5%0,5')(%"",+%--((-!2+9
)!2,"%'"'(+&-"(',2,-&,8
N ))%2)-%--",5-!'"*.,5')+(.+,',,+2-('!'(-!
()+-"('%'+,"%"'2(+(-!2+9)!2,"%'"'(+&-"('%,.+"-2
()+-"(',8
N /%()5-,-5"&)%&'-',,))+()+"-&(%"-",-(,.+5"'(+&5"'/(%/5
'.-,-$!(%+,"',.+"-2;+,"%"'()+-"(',',-+- ",8
N /%.-'('-"'.(.,%2&('"-(+-!()+-"('%'+,"%"'-&-.+"-2(''-"-28
N /%()()+-"(''+,"%"'2)(%"",5&-+",5-,-"' ',.+"-2,(%.-"(',(+'
'-"-2.,"' (-!+" (+(.,+",$,,,,&'-'-!+-"'-%%" ')()%5)+(,,,5
-((%,'&,.+,8



  88*882*3951&38

& 88*882*3974(*88,:*90),;/,(::,::4,5;73(5-69:;<+,5;3,(9505.6<;*64,:;/(;
>033),<:,+;6,=(3<(;,:;<+,5;(*/0,=,4,5;(5+/6>;/,9,:<3;:>033),<:,+;604796=,
;/,796.9(4



!"'2+)+-"(',',"%"'0"%%(%%(0,2,-&-",,,,&'-'
"&)+(/&'-)+(,,"'0!"!&.%-")%))+(!,0"%%.,5'(-('%2-(&,.+
,-.'---"'&'-()+( +&(.-(&,5.--(%,("'(+&)+( +&&-""&)+(/&'-,8
!%+'"' (.-(&,+&))-((.+,,-!-)+(/"+%/'-('-'-8-.'-0(+$
"'-!,(.+,,-!-+,,,)""(.-(&,",(%%-'/%.-2)+( +&
.%-28!(.-(&,+,,,,('-!+92+2%0"-!-(+%%(.-(&,(%%-
!2+5'-!'-!+,.%-,+'%23/+2-!+2+,8(+!(.-(&5,-.'-
0(+$+(,,-!)+( +&",+/"0"'(&)+!',"/+/"0(,-.'-0(+$8 +(.)
(-!+.%-2&&+,'"',-+.-(+,+/"0-!(/+%%--"'&'-(-!(.-(&
,('-!/"'(%%-8,)+-(-!+/"05+(&&'-"(',(+"&)+(/&'-
-(-!)+( +&+(.-%"'8%%.%-2-!'+/"0-!,+,.%-,'&$
,. ,-"(',;!' ,-("&)+(/-!",)+(,,"')+( +&(('-"'.(.,"&)+(/&'-8
/%.-"('+,.%-,"'(+&)+( +&&-"5) ( "%5'.++".%+"&)+(/&'-,8

!$2$'(0% .'"-,"'2-!-"('% '"-"-"/(+2+.+"-2.-"('
> ?2+,.+"-2(+$(++&0(+$55' 2+.+"-2(2(
'(0% >2($?0"%%%,(&))-(%%-!(.+,,8!",0"%%',.+0+-!"' 
-!&(,-"&)(+-'-,$"%%,-,'+"-"%-!"'$"' 8


!!   " ! 
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 2
    

 

& =.89.3,7*84:7(*8,:*90),,8<074,5;:7(*,3()69(;69@05:;9<4,5;:*647<;,9:
696;/,97/@:0*(3,8<074,5;79,:,5;3@(=(03()3,;6:<7769;;/,:<**,::-<3
0473,4,5;(;0656-;/,796.9(4
 
 !/"%%,)'*.")&'-",.++'-%2)-%-(()+-,.,,.%
 )+( +&8

' 25&(94+3*<574,7&2$/(;>033),;/,047(*;65,?0:;05.796.9(4:6-05*9,(:,+
<:,6-7/@:0*(39,:6<9*,:)@;/,79676:,+796.9(46>>033;/,05*9,(:,+<:,),
(**6446+(;,+













 ("&)-8

( **)*)7*84:7(*80:;,8<074,5;:7(*,3()69(;69@05:;9<4,5;:,;*;/(;4<:;),
6);(05,+;6:<7769;;/,79676:,+796.9(45;,9;/,*6:;:6-;/6:,7/@:0*(39,:6<9*,:
05;6;/,)<+.,;:/,,;
 )+-"' 1)',,,,("-0"-!,.))(+-,-''0.%-2++%-"'-!
 . -8

               
   


& =.89.3,7*84:7(*8&3).25&(94+3*<574,7&2=(3<(;,30)9(9@9,:6<9*,:
05*3<+05.7,9:655,3(5+:7(*,9,;/,@(+,8<(;,-69;/,67,9(;0656-;/,79,:,5;
796.9(4$033;/,9,),(5047(*;65,?0:;05.796.9(4:6-05*9,(:,+30)9(9@<:(.,
*(<:,+)@;/,79676:,+796.9(4696--*(47<:796.9(4:*3,(93@05+0*(;,/6>;/,
30)9(9@9,:6<9*,:(9,;6),796=0+,+

'%"'+,(.+,+/"%%8("&)-('-!%"++28("&)-('1",-"' )+( +&,8

' **)*)7*84:7(*8$/(;5,>30)9(9@9,:6<9*,:>033),9,8<09,+;6,5:<9,:<**,::-<3
0473,4,5;(;0656-;/,796.9(45;,9;/,*6:;:6-;/6:,30)9(9@9,:6<9*,:05;6;/,
)<+.,;:/,,;


(''8("&)-('-!%"++28

 &(:19>*78433*17*84:7(*8

& **)*)7*84:7(*80=,(56=,9=0,>6-;/,7,9:655,39,:6<9*,:;/(;>033),5,,+,+
;60473,4,5;;/,796.9(46>4(5@(++0;065(3:,*;065:6-,?0:;05.*6<9:,:>033),
5,,+,+,-,9905.;6;/,30:;6-5,>*6<9:,:;6),*9,(;,+>/(;05:;9<*;065(3*(7(*0;@
>033),5,,+,+;66--,9;/,5,*,::(9@5<4),96-:,*;065:
!'.&+,%(0+)+,'-"',-+.-"('+"-,'"',-+.-"(',(+(-!&,-+:,
'+-""-,-.'-,8"'-!&,-+:,'+-""-)+( +&,,!+(.+,,5-!"+
. -,+"'-+-0"'8
!)+( +&0"%%.''0#.'-;%-.++"',-+.-"('-((/+-!"-"('%
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 2
    

"',-+.-"('+"-+*."+2-!)+( +&7
+C9DK8GB"',-+.-"('+"-,5C8DE
+D9HH8GB"',-+.-"('+"-,5D8II
+E9JD8BB"',-+.-"('+"-,5E8FD
+F9JD8BB"',-+.-"('+"-,5E8FD
+G9JD8BB"',-+.-"('+"-,5E8FD






-&-.+"-25-!)+( +&0"%%(+(&"'-(-%(FB,-"(',('0(.+,,(
0!"!CJ,-"(',0"%%"'+(,,%",-(.+,,0"-!-!)+()(,!%(+("'"'
2+)+-"(',',"%"'8
!&,-+:,' +.-+-""-)+( +&,0"%%.'B8GB)+( +&((+"'-(+
"'2+,C5D4E'('/+--(C8BB)+( +&((+"'-(+,-+-"' 2+F8!
)+( +&0"%%.'B8DG&"'",-+-"/,,",-'-"'2+,D4E'('/+--(B8GB
&"'",-+-"/,,",-'-,-+-"' 2+F8

' =.89.3,7*84:7(*8,:*90),;/,,?0:;05.05:;9<*;065(3:<7769;(5+(+4050:;9(;0=,
9,:6<9*,:;/(;*(5),)96<./;;6),(9;6:<7769;;/,:<**,::-<30473,4,5;(;0656-;/,
796.9(4
/+-!"+,-F2+,(-!)+( +&5-!)+( +&0"%%.')+-"%,(+8"'"' 
((5.++'-)+(,,(+"'-!)+-&'-(%-+"%'(&).-+' "'+"' 7






+C9B8CB


+D9B8CB


+E9B8BJ


+F9B8BG

+8"'"' 0"%%)+(/"(.+,('-'-'0(+$0"-!-!)+( +&((+"'-(+-(
(/+,-!)+( +&8
( 25&(943*=.89.3,574,7&28$/(;>033),;/,047(*;65,?0:;05.796.9(4:6-
05*9,(:,+<:,6-,?0:;05.7,9:655,39,:6<9*,:)@;/,79676:,+796.9(46>>033
8<(30;@(5+796+<*;0=0;@6-,?0:;05.796.9(4:),4(05;(05,+


















)

.,-!)+( +&0"%%.'"',-+.-"(''&"'",-+-"/,.))(+-5"-",'-"")-
-!-%"&"-"',-+.-"('%'&"'",-+-"/,.))(+-+,(.+,+(&1",-"' )+( +&,
0"%%.,(+-!)+()(,)+( +&5-!+0"%%&"'"&%"&)-('+,(.+,
/"%%(+1",-"' )+( +&,8



!(%%(0"' )(,"-"(',0"%%!"+(+-!)+( +&7
• #.'- ',-+.-"('
• +( +&((+"'-(+
• &"'",-+-"/,,",-'-

1)',,(+-!,)(,"-"(',+"'%."'-!)+( +&. -,!-8

**)*)7*84:7(*80:;;/,5,>7,9:655,3;/(;4<:;),/09,+;6:<7769;;/,
79676:,+796.9(45;,9;/,*6:;:6-;/6:,7,9:655,39,:6<9*,:05;6;/,)<+.,;
:/,,;




 !*;*3:*"4:7(*8
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 2
    


( !*&114(&9.434++:3)8--<5+05.0:;6*64,-964;/,9,(336*(;0656-,?0:;05.:;(;,
(7796790(;,+-<5+:73,(:,05+0*(;,;/,:6<9*,:6-;/,9,(336*(;065$/(;047(*;>033;/,
9,(336*(;0656--<5+:05:<7769;6-;/,796.9(4/(=,656;/,9796.9(4:



;

) *<&557457.&9.43-(5()6=,(05;,5(5*,6-<99,5;7,9(;065:(7796790(;065
0:9,8<09,+;6-<5+;/,796.9(405+0*(;,>/,5;/,05:;0;<;06573(5:;605*3<+,;/,796.9(4
05;/,3,.0:3(;0=,)<+.,;9,8<,:;




('0))+()+"-"('0"%%+*."+8

* 4343,4.3,84:7(*8
0 -;/,-<5+05.0:;6*64,-96465,;04,:6<9*,::<*/(:(+65(;06505+0*(;,;/,
:6<9*,:6-6;/,9-<5+05.$/(;(9,;/,05:;0;<;065D:73(5:-69:<:;(0505.;/,796.9(4
>/,5;/(;-<5+05.,5+:
!B8GB+( +&((+"'-(+0"%%.'(+('2+> '.+2DBDC9
&+DBDC?2-!(",--'%"' ''(/-"('.'8!",.'",.'2
('%"'+/'.'-,,,.'"' (+('%"'&")+( +&,5('%"'
(.+,/%()&'-,-")',-(.%-25()'.-"('+,(.+ +'-,'
/'-.%%2"''(/-"(' +'-,8
00







,:*90),;/,-,+,9(3.9(5;6;/,9.9(5;::7,*0(3-,,(99(5.,4,5;:69*65;9(*;:
;/(;>033),=(30+;6-<5+;/,796.9(4$/(;+6,:;/,05:;0;<;06579676:,;6+6>0;/
;/,796.9(4<765;,9405(;0656-;/6:,-<5+:

;


+ "9:)*39**8
0 -;/,79676:,+796.9(40:05;,5+,+;63,=@(5@05:;0;<;065(336*(3-,,:,?73(05/6>
+605.:64,,;:;/,9,8<09,4,5;:6-6(9+630*@# )

 ;

00 96=0+,,:;04(;,+*6:;;6:;<+,5;:(5+;6;(39,=,5<,-69:,3-:<7769;796.9(4:(5+
-69796-,::065(3-,,:(5+6;/,9-,,:(5;0*07(;,+;6),9,8<,:;,+<5+,96(9+630*@
#0-(7730*()3,











!,-.'-0"%%"'(+'0"-!-!'%"'+( +&,"'"'-!
(+(%"2885E8818!-)(%"2'%,-!"',-"-.-"('-(,-)+"9)("'-
))+()+"-(+-!)+( +&6,-.'-,0"%%)2'('%"')+( +&"'%".(-."-"('8
!)+"9)("'-(+(.+('%"')+( +&0"%%,(%%(0,7AGDG)++"-8
(+-!EB+"-,+*."+(+(&)%-"('(-!)+()(,)+( +&5-!-(-%(,-0"%%
ACG5IGB8

)+(#--!-2-!(.+-!2+(-!)+( +&5"-0"%% '+-C5IJI 50!"!
0"%%2"%-(-%+/'.(AKEJ5DEC8



 ":05.;/,,?*,3)<+.,;;,473(;,796=0+,+)@;/,--0*,6-;/, ;(;,6(9+6-+<*(;065796=0+,
;/,-6336>05.05-694(;065
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INSTRUCTION, RESEARCH, AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
ATTACHMENT 2
    


5+0*(;,(339,:6<9*,:5,,+,+05*3<+05.;/,73(55,+!,596334,5;7961,*;,+9,=,5<,:
(5+,:;04(;,+,?7,5+0;<9,:-69;/,-09:;+4:7-0:*(3@,(9:6-;/,796.9(4

5*3<+,9,(336*(;0656-,?0:;05.7,9:655,3(5+9,:6<9*,:(5+(5;0*07(;,+699,8<,:;,+
5,>9,:6<9*,:

 ,*65+(5+;/09+@,(9,:;04(;,::/6<3+),05*65:;(5;+633(9:

46<5;::/6<3+9,*65*03,:<):,8<,5;7(.,:>/,9,)<+.,;,?73(5(;065:(9,796=0+,+
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October 13, 2020

CCN 248073

Idaho State Board of Education
650 West State St.
Suite 307
Boise, ID 83720
Subject: Letter of Support Regarding Boise State Course Offerings in Cyber Operations and
Resilience
Dear Board Members,
As part of our continued collaboration with Boise State University (BSU) and in support of the
Cybercore Integration Center (CIC) mission at Idaho National Laboratory (INL), this letter
expresses our strong endorsement of the proposed Cyber Operations and Resilience course
offerings.
INL is a world leader in research and technologies for securing and protecting the critical
infrastructure of the United States and is focused on fundamental challenges with greatest
impact. Building on the current success of BSU and CIC collaborations, these competency-based
learning models will help to reach additional students while addressing outstanding needs in the
current workforce.
INL has been observing the cybersecurity security curriculum development across the state of
Idaho. University of Idaho offers a BS in Cybersecurity, a degree focused on computer science
and programming. Idaho State University is now offering a BAS in Cyber-Physical Systems
Engineering Technology, concentrated on industrial cybersecurity. There is another identified
need for cyber operations, which targets frontline workers who continually face security
concerns and address challenges across the enterprise. We are delighted that BSU has taken the
appropriate steps to address this gap, at both the BS and MS level, and are prepared to make
course offerings available as soon as next fall.
The fact that the courses will be available as an asynchronous online program, opens the
instruction to much broader audiences across the state and affords full-time workers and remote
learners the ability to build skills outside of the traditional classroom setting. This progressive
and flexible platform offers broad reach and greater access to a variety of students, from diverse
backgrounds and skill sets, to advance education and workforce development efforts necessary to
meet cybersecurity needs now, and in the future.
In short, we see these programs as beneficial to industry, local governments, counties, and state
entities in training cybersecurity frontline workers to protect and defend, enhance critical
thinking skills and provide more resilience within our cyber environments, which addresses
elements currently in short supply and which will only grow in demand. Increasing the number
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of people capable of cyber operations and accelerating their development, is core to our mission
and vital to both our state and the nation.
We applaud BSU efforts and continued contributions in supporting the Idaho cyber-education
ecosystem and willingness to advance offerings designed to provide access to a wide range of
students, while addressing identified needs is the workforce.
We believe these efforts will be of benefit to the community, the state and the region, as well as
INL, and strongly support the proposed offerings being put into practice and made available.
Sincerely,

Scott Cramer, Director Cybercore Integration Center
National & Homeland Security
SC:KL
Distribution:
Sin Ming Loo, Boise State University

cc:

Z.D. Tudor, MS 3750
W.C. Kiestler, MS 3750
S.F. McAraw, MS 1444
E.J. Taylor, MS 1444
M.T. Bingham, MS 3605
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Johnny Security Seed, LLC.
4412 E la Estancia Cir
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
www.JohnnySecuritySeed.com

September 30, 2020
Idaho State Board of Education
650 West State Street, 3rd Floor
Boise, ID 83702
Dear Board Members,
I am writing this letter in support of Boise State University’s Bachelor of Science (BS) and Master
of Science (MS) Degree programs in Cyber Operations and Resiliency (CORe). I understand that
Boise State and other universities offer degrees in Computer Science with an emphasis in Cyber
Security, but Cyber Security can no longer be just an extra area of study.
In today’s world we continue to collect, process and store more information and base many
decisions on this ever-growing collection of data. This simply adds greater importance and risk to
those systems and data. However, we have a nation-wide shortage of skilled and educated people
who can provide the protection that we require. The Cybersecurity Industry is in a need of not only
more qualified people, but those who are trained to think and address rapidly changing threats.
I applaud Boise State University for creating programs that start first with the high school student.
Johnny Security Seed has a similar effort and approach. As one who has significant technical
training and many certifications stacked on top of my formal college education, I have found that
the combination has been a key element in my success. I see these programs as vital to creating
professionals who can address ever-changing operational issues to ensure the resiliency of critical
data and systems. I also support the program’s experiential learning credit approach. Hackers
follow no formal education road map and to respond we need to create a workforce capable of
accomplishing the mission, oftentimes in a less structured fashion. I believe that the proposed
curriculums would provide my current and prior businesses a more capable employee to help in
this ongoing fight.
As a point of reference, I have spent over 50 years protecting information of which over 30 years
was focused on creating and managing cyber security programs. I created the Information Security
Program for Mission Operations at Johnson Space Center, NASA. While there, I was awarded a
“Silver Snoopy” by the astronauts for the program and a Continuous Improvement Award by the
NASA Administrator for avoiding over $25M in costs. After that, I created four other very
successful security programs across various industries. I am a past International President of the
Information Systems Security Association (ISSA) and a member of the Information Security Hall
of Fame. Most recently I was honored with Fellow status of the world renowned Ponemom
Institute (https://www.ponemon.org).
Should you have any questions of if I may be of other assistance, I can be contacted at
Rich@JohnnySecuritySeed.com or on my cell at 480-686-5527.
1
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Sincerely,

Richard W. Owen, Jr.
CEO and Chief Evangelist
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PhD in Computing, Cybersecurity Emphasis - Now /
In-person

ATTACHMENT 3

Cybersecurity Education Opportunities
Fall 2021 and Beyond
Graduate Degrees

*MS, Cyber Operations & Resilience - Fall 2021 / Online
*MS, Cybersecurity - Fall 2021 / In-person

Graduate Certs

Certificate in Cryptography and Cryptanalysis - Fall 2021 / Online

Undergrad Certs

Knowledge

BS, Computer Science w/ Cybersecurity Emphasis - Now / In-person
*BS, Cyber Operations & Resilience - Fall 2021 / Online
BS, Computer Systems Engineering - Fall 2021 / In-person

Undergrad Minors or Degrees

Certifications

*Under Review. Forthcoming
subject to the Board approval.

Cybersecurity Minor - Now / In-person
Four Cyber/Physical Certificates for STEM Students - Now / Hybrid
(Power, Process, Software, Hardware)

Cryptography and Cryptanalysis Certificate - Fall 2021 / Online
Cyber Operations Certificate and Certification - Now / Online
Cybersecurity For All Certificate - Now / Online
IRSA
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